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Abstract
The field of sensor networks is rapidly developing enabling us to deploy them to an unpredictable
environment and draw diverse and interesting information from it. Their capabilities are improving.
They can sense complicated phenomena, they take measurements for several attributes, they make
numerous computations and they communicate large amounts of information.
Most sensors are battery operated and in most cases they are not easily rechargeable, as the envi-
ronment in which they are located is not easily accessible. Thus, they have limited energy, which should
be used to draw out as much useful information as possible. Moreover, quite often we need to receive
data from a sensor network at a high rate. In order to be able to manage energy and time efficiently in
sensor networks, we have to develop protocols that synchronize the cooperation among sensors and send
information to the targets as quickly as possible and with low energy consumption.
In many cases, the whole set of values that are measured is not required by the query which is
submitted to the network. The query asks for an aggregate over the measurements. The propagation
of all measured values to a central computation point is resource consuming. Tiny AGgregation (TAG)
provides an algorithm to compute aggregates by merging and forwarding partial results. The merging
is done in the internal nodes of the routing tree that is formed.
Sometimes, the aggregation is applied over a subset of the measurements. Furthermore, the wireless
links that connect the sensor nodes are not characterized by the same congestion. This fact makes the
energy spent for transmission across a link varying. In addition, the use of links with high congestion in
the routing tree delays the propagation of partial records to the root and thus, increases the response
time. The protocol SYMPHONY provides an improvement on the TAG algorithm. It forms a Steiner
tree that spans the sensors that participate in the aggregate and has cost which does not exceed the
double of the optimal Steiner tree cost for the connectivity graph. The Expected Transmission Count
9
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(ETX) and the latency metrics are used for the links.
The communication and energy cost of forming the SYMPHONY routing tree is proved to be poly-
nomial in the number of nodes. The construction cost can be reduced if the requirements for the cost
in the resulting routing tree are relaxed. In any case, the use of SYMPHONY can save much energy, if
the aggregate is computed in a frequent rate.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Sensor networks form an emerging technology attracting the networks community, which enables the
users to acquire a huge amount of information from a rather unknown and unpredictable environment.
They consist of a set of small in size and simple in construction complexity devices, which are capable of
sensing various environmental attributes, implement wireless communication with radios and carry out
remarkable computations. Those devices give the users the opportunity to draw detailed information
about the environment in which they are placed.
1.1 Query answering in sensor networks
Sensor networks answer queries by finding the nodes which collect the relevant information and by
combining their observations. This requires that data has to be propagated to the node, which will
produce the answer. A sensor network is a pervasive computing environment, which has to manage
its resources. Every query that is answered consumes both communication and energy resources. The
communication resources refer to the bandwidth that is used for the data communication and the energy
resources refer to the sum of the energy that is used to transmit the packets with this information, as
well as the energy for the computation, the storage and the retrieval. The ultimate goal is to answer as
many queries as possible using the fewest possible amount of resources.
The time required to get the answer to a query depends highly on the delay in the propagation of the
information that it asks for. Queries which force the movement of a large amount of information may
11
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wait for a long time before they start doing the computations. A significant part of the delay is due to
congestion, which increases the time that is wasted in collisions. When a large number of packets needs
to be transmitted, the expected total delay due to retransmissions is high. The situation deteriorates
when many queries run concurrently. They increase the information load that needs to be transmitted
through the network, which makes the collisions in the attempts to transmit packets more frequent, the
delay big and the throughput low. This situation increases the total time to produce the response to a
query.
We assume that sensors are battery operated. The amount of consumed energy resources for a query
affects the lifetime of the network, as it is difficult to recharge the batteries of the sensors. If queries
quickly exhaust the energy that sensors can use, the network will stop operating early, having answered
few queries.
Every node wishes to collect information from a certain set of sensors in order to answer a query.
A way to find the response to it is to propagate all the measurements needed to the node that was
queried. This way leads to excessive usage of both communication and energy resources. In many
cases, the total computation may be divided into parts, which can be combined to generate the final
answer. Each part requires the information collected by a special set of sensors. Since every sensor has
a notable computation power, certain calculations may be done in some of the nodes that collect the
desired information. Such an operation requires the design of a plan that controls the cooperation of
the sensors and the merging of the intermediate results.
1.2 Encouraging the cooperation among sensors
Resource management can become more efficient, if we enable the cooperation among the sensors. Such
a cooperation should be based on an organized plan to ensure that the correctness of the produced
results is preserved.
The Regions Project [1] provides us with an interesting and useful paradigm. In that project, the
region is defined to be a set of contained members, which share some common invariants. Every query
requires the measurements for some attributes. In our project here, the members of a region will be the
sensors which capture those measurements. The invariant that the members of the region share is the
common query, which requires their participation.
In [4], Deshpande et al. propose a Markovian probabilistic model for the attributes measured by the
12
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sensors. Such a n-lodel enables us to estimate the answers to some kinds of queries with certain confidence,
without knowing the exact values for all the needed attributes. Such a model may be combined with
the regions concept in sensor networks to reduce the answering time, as well as the cost in resources.
Ill [3], Madden et al. propose a protocol that computes aggregates in an energy efficient way. It
constructs a routing tree that spans the whole network. The information is transmitted from the leaves
to their parents. Every node merges the results that it received from its children with its own results
and transmits a record which represents all those values to its parent. The root of the tree produces the
record which represents the values from all the nodes and uses it to compute the aggregate value. The
energy savings depend on the size of the transmitted record.
1.3 Protocols for improving aggregation
In this thesis we investigate the use of appropriately defined regions to support and improve query
responses in such a sensor net, especially given that at least some very interesting aggregate queries
can be factored, subdivided or otherwise broken into functions over smaller sets of sensors than the
original query. The classification of the functions and the division into regions provides the basis for
improved efficiency in the reliability and performance of sensor networks. A protocol that enables sensor
networks to construct regions, maintain them and use them to produce answers to aggregate queries will
be developed. The benefits of using regions in the time required to answer those queries and in resource
management will be analyzed.
More specifically, we will investigate the properties of the routing or aggregate trees of TAG. We will
examine how these properties affect the energy and communication cost spent to compute the aggregate
values. In addition, we will investigate the effect of the aggregate tree's properties in the time required
to answer the aggregate query. We will search for ways to construct aggegate trees that can compute
aggregates without spending too much energy and in a small amount of time.
Furthermore, we will analyze the energy cost of constructing improved aggregation trees. This cost
is going to determine the benefit from using more sophisticated algorithms in constructing those trees.
This cost is going to depend on the topology of the network, but we will try to compute bounds for it
that take into consideration even the more difficult cases.
The thesis is organized into the following chapters. In chapter 2, research work upon the thesis
was built is presented. More specifically, the Regions project, Tiny AGgregation (TAG), a probabilistic
13
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model for answering queries in sensor networks and an approximation algorithm for computing Steiner
trees are presented. In chapter 3, we divide functions into categories according to their capability of
being divided into multiple computation segments. In chapter 4, we analyze the metrics that determine
the resources spent in computing aggregates. In chapter 5, we define SYMPHONY, a protocol which
constructs aggregation trees for efficient computations. In chapter 6, we compute the communication
cost spent in constructing the SYMPHONY aggregation tree. Finally, in chapter 7, we conclude the
thesis and propose ideas for extending SYMPHONY.
Chapter 2
Background
In this thesis, we propose the idea that the existence of appropriate regions in sensor networks will
improve the aggregate query processing procedure over subsets of the members of the sensor net. The
queries will be answered quicker and using smaller amounts of communication and energy resources via
the regions organization. The protocol that will be designed is based in existing work carried out in the
field of organizing network nodes into regions, in the field of computing aggregate functions in sensor
networks and in the field of computing Steiner trees over graphs.
2.1 Regions
The Regions Project introduces the idea of network regions and investigates the applications that can be
implemented through them. The definition of the abstract term region, the construction of such entities
and the validation of their concept are the aims of the project.
In [1], Sollins defines a region to be "a set of contained members, which share some common invariants,
and a boundary, which allows us to capture the notion of actions taken when entering and leaving the
region". In the sensor nets case, the invariants are the queries or functions which require the participation
of the region's members. The notion of the boundary is also useful. Let us assume the generation of a
query somewhere in the global network. The node where the query was originated has to send this query
to a sensor, which will trigger the anwering process. The sensor node sends a packet out in the sensor
network, in which it states that it requires the answer to that query. A special region for that query
15
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has been constructed. When the packet gets to a member of the region, it can learn where the answer
that it seeks will be stored after the computation is over. Thus, once the packet crosses a boundary
of this region, the procedure of finding the storage point of the answer should run. If the region has
not computed the returned value of its function yet or the result that has been computed is old, the
procedure of calculating the result should be triggered.
The regions definition could state that regions should have only one invariant, but sometimes, we
would like to define regions which have more than one invariant. Sensors which participate in a set of
functions and have access to the returned value of those functions are able to compute more complicated
functions. These functions should be decomposed to the original set of functions. Those sensors form
another region, which has more than one invariant. If we would like to define a region which requires
that its members have certain values for two or more invariants, then its membership function can be
the intersection of the membership functions of the regions which are defined by each of those invariants.
In this case, we would have to define a merged boundary for the intersection. That is why regions are
defined to have one or more invariants.
In other cases, we do not require all invariants to be true for every member. Some nodes might
participate in the calculation of the value of one function and others might participate in the calculation
of the value of another. A function subdivided in those two functions would require the union of the two
regions in order to be calculated. In this case, the union of regions is also useful.
Sollins also raises the problem of distinguishing regions in [1]. One approach is that the invariants
are predefined and, in this way, the regions that are going to be formed are determined from scratch.
Another approach is that a node is made a member by explicitly setting the invariants. In this case,
there might be elements that meet the criteria but are not in the region.
In [1], Sollins follows the approach that it is necessary to identify the regions distinctly, which is also
followed in the sensor network regions. One way of succeeding in this is to use the sets of invariants in
order to make such a distinction. This implies that there should be a common agreement on invariant
representation and that no two regions have the same set of invariants assigned to them. In this way,
two statements of invariants that are not intended to be the same are distinctly represented. Moreover,
a set of invariant assignments defines only one region. Such requirements ask for global coordination.
Sollins follows an alternative approach, in which each region is assigned a globally unique identifier. Any
global naming scheme will work. The sensor network regions will be assigned identification numbers.
The procedure of joining a region consists of setting characteristics and introduction. The new
16
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member should have the invariants corresponding to the region set to the values specified by this region.
If the invariants were not true in the new member before joining the region, they have to become true.
If it is assigned contradictory invariants, it will be expelled from the region. In the sensor nets case, this
is straightforward. The new member is going to add the function that the region computes into the set
of functions in which it participates. The joining procedure is followed by the introduction, which may
be triggered either by humans or by other members of the region. The introduction ensures that the
sensor which joins will be considered a member of the region, when membership functions are computed.
The ideal organization of a region implies that by being a member of the region, the sensor knows which
measurements to take, which computations to make and where to send them. Of course, this is a hard
problem to solve. Furthermore, the new member may continue to take part in that region, even if the
member that introduced it into the region does not belong to it any longer. The end user may decide
that it wants a slight variation of the function that it asked for previously. This variation may not
require all the measurements that the initial function needed. It is more efficient to change the initially
constructed region than to construct a new region from scratch. So, some sensors are no longer required
to be members of the region. In this case, it is simpler to modify the existing membership of a region to
meet changing objectives than to create a new region. In constrast, the members that they introduced
may still be in the modified region.
Regions should have the capability of re-organizing themselves internally in order to improve their
behavior. Such an improvement will be triggered and may be based on size, patterns of usage, demands
for performance or other costs. The re-organization can change the degree of accuracy achieved in the
functions that regions implement. The size of regions' representation is crucial. If the region has a large
number of members, more efficient representations are required. The sensor net regions may change
their members and so, their size can fluctuate. They should be able to change their representation when
their size gets over or gets under a certain critical threshold. Moreover, the sensors of a region cooperate
in calculating a function following some specific organization plan. Sometimes, the conditions or the
objectives change and so, a new organization plan should start being implemented.
In conclusion, the regions project plays an important role in sensor networks because it gives us a
way to enable the cooperation among the sensors. It helps us dinstinguish among regions and sets the
requirements, which the functions implementing the join of new members and the re-organization of the
region should satisfy.
17
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2.2 TAG
In [3], Madden et al. propose Tiny AGgregation (TAG), an algorithm to compute aggregates over a
set of attributes. The aggregates are computed using a routing tree. Every sensor that is an internal
node in the routing tree aggregates the intermediate results which receives from the sensors that are
its children in the routing tree. The final result is produced in the root of the tree. The aggregate
function is computed using three other functions: a merging function f, an initializer i and an evaluator
e. Function f has the structure < z >= f(< x >, < y >), where < x > and < y > are multi-valued
partial state records that represent the intermediate state required to compute the aggregate over one
or more values. < z > is the partial-state record which represents the intermediate state for the union
of the values that < x > and < y > represent.
Madden et al. classify aggregate functions according to four dimensions. The first one is called
duplicate sensitivity. Duplicate insensitive aggregates are unaffected by duplicate readings from a
single device, whereas duplicate sensitive aggregates are going to be altered if a duplicate reading is
reported. The second dimension characterizes aggregates as exemplaries or summaries. Exemplary
aggregates return one or more of their values that represent the whole set. Summary aggregates compute
some property of their values. The third dimension divides aggregates into monotonic and non-
monotonic ones. An aggregate is monotonic if for every pair of state records sl and s2, the state
record s, which results through the merging of sl and s2, satisfies e(s) > MAX(e(si), e(s2)) or e(s) <
MIN(e(si), e(s2 )). The fourth dimension examines the size that is required to represent partial state
records. In distributive aggregates, the partial state is the aggregate value for the set of values that it
represents. In algebraic aggregates, the partial states are not aggregates, but they have constant size.
In holistic aggregates, the size of the partial states is proportional to the number of values that they
represent. In unique aggregates, the size of the partial states is proportional to the number of distinct
values that belong to their partition. In context-sensitive aggregates, the size of the partial state is
proportional to some property of the values in their partition.
TAG consists of two phases: a distribution phase and a collection phase. In the distribution phase,
the routing tree is constructed recursively. Initially, the root of the tree, which is the sensor that is asked
a query, broadcasts a message requesting the aggregation of r, the set of attributes that will participate
in the aggregation. This message is propagated in the network. Each one of those messages contains
the identification number of the sender, the level of the sender in the formed tree, the set of the values
18
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that need to be aggregated and a time interval, which determines the time when this node requires
the reception of the partial state records from its children. When a sensor receives such a message, it
chooses the sender of the message to be its parent and forwards the request to aggregate r message to
the rest of the network, setting the time interval to be such that its children are asked to deliver their
measurements slightly before it needs to send its measurements to its parent. The collection phase is
divided into epochs. In each epoch, an aggregate value is computed. Each sensor knows the time when
it is supposed to capture measurements, receive the partial state records from its children, combine
them to produce the partial state record corresponding to its subtree and send it to its parent from the
time interval field included in the aggregate request message that it received from its parent during the
distribution phase.
The production of the intermediate results, which are the partial state records corresponding to
the subtrees, reduce the total amount of information that needs to be transmitted. The amount of
information that should be communicated and that is saved through TAG depends on the aggregate
function that is computed and on the topology of the network. If the partial state records have constant
size, the total communication cost that is spent to compute an aggregate value is proportional to the
number of edges of the routing tree.
2.3 Probabilistic Query Model
In [4], Deshpande et al. use a Markovian dynamic probabilistic model in order to estimate the values of
the measured attributes. The model aims to encapsulate the correlation among various attributes, which
makes their estimation possible with low error. More specifically, Deshpande et al. assume that the set
of attributes which is under observation follows a certain joint probability distribution. In their case,
Multivariate Gaussian distribution is studied but the same ideas can be applied to other distributions
as well. The choice of the Multivariate Gaussian distribution is based on its generality.
The answer to a query can be computed for a given probability distribution at any time. The
probability distribution determines the confidence in the answer. Some values for the attributes are
known. In this particular model, this means that their probability distribution is a delta function. As
the number of the attibute values which are known increases, the confidence in the answer of the query
increases too. The flexibility of the model lies in the fact that even without the knowledge of the exact
values for many arguments, the estimation of the final answer can be sufficient. If the goal is a desired
19
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confidence, an observation plan with the set of attributes that should be known with certainty should
be executed. Many observation plans may achieve the desired confidence. Thus, the discovery of the
optimal or the nearly optimal one would be helpful.
The probability distribution update is an important issue. The model takes into consideration spa-
cial as well as temporal correlation. Deshpande et al. assume that the attributes follow Markovian
transitions. Let X1, X2, ... , X be the attributes that are involved in the probabilistic model. It is
assumed that sensors capture measurements on a regular basis. Let t be the discrete time index for the
measurements. If a certain function of those attributes is queried at time t, the probability distribution
p(X1, XI, ... , X I o1 ...t) will be used to estimate it. The set of random variables ol t consists of all
the observations which are made up to time t. They are values for the attributes, which are known with
certainty. The values for the other attributes were not measured or have not been propagated to the
point where the function is calculated.
The parameters of the probability distribution are updated at each step by applying the Markovian
transition model and then, incorporating the new measurements that were collected. More specifically,
the probability distribution p(Xt, X2, ... , X t I 1 ...t) is calculated recursively in each time step. For
t = 0 we have p(X1, X, ... , X°), which is the initial distribution that is assumed for the attributes. In
order to calculate p(Xt, X2, ... , n I olt) using p(X -, X-l, ... , Xt- l [ o01t-1), p(X, X2, ....
Xt I ol' t-l) is calculated first, using Bayes' theorem.
p(tl, xt2 , ... , x = ..
t-1p- t t-1 1t- t-1
p(xt , x2, ... xn- 1 t-) dx - .. dxt-l (2.1)
The probability p(x, xt2, ... , xtn I x 1 , x , ... , x n-1) is a property of the Markovian transition
model used. The probability p(x t -l , x-1, ... , xt-1 o.t) is known from the previous calculation
step. To compute p( , 2, ... , n o0 1...t), marginalization over the attributes in o t is applied.
Such a model is very interesting because it enables the sensor network to calculate some functions
without even knowing the exact values for some of their parameters. The estimation can be rather close
to the exact value if the transition model is accurate. Since the aim of the regions in sensor networks is
to calculate functions quickly and with little consumption of communication and energy resources, they
can use this model to achieve even more interesting results. The use of the probabilistic model reduces
20
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the number of measurements that need to be taken and the amount of data transmitted representing
the intermediate results. A region that uses this probabilistic model needs additional organizational
features, since the tasks for every member are different from the case when this model is not used.
2.4 Attempting to construct the Minimum Steiner Tree
As it was discussed in chapter 1, the aim of the sensor which receives the query is to form a tree that
spans the nodes that participate in the aggregate and has the lowest possible cost in some metric that
affects its operation. The cost of a tree is defined to be the sum of the costs of the edges that it is
comprised of. This is known as the Minimum Steiner Tree problem in graph theory. Generally, a Steiner
tree is a tree that spans a set of required nodes. A spanning tree is also a Steiner tree but the minimum
Steiner tree is not always the same as the minimum spanning tree. For example, consider the minimum
spanning tree of the graph in figure 2.1. The minimum Steiner tree that spans nodes 1, 3 and 4 is shown
in figure 2.2 and it is not a subset of the minimum spanning tree.
Figure 2.1: Minimum Spanning Tree
The computation of the Minimum Steiner Tree requires the consumption of a large amount of com-
munication or energy resources, as proven in [7]. The aim is to construct a tree with low cost that is
not expensive to create. It is clear that there is going to be a trade-off between the cost of the Steiner
tree and the resources spent for its formation. The goal is to construct a protocol that will consume a
reasonable amount of resources and at the same time form a tree which computes aggregates without
large energy consumption. Of course, the frequency of using the aggregation tree should be considered.
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Figure 2.2: Minimum Steiner Tree
If it is used very frequently or for many times, it is worth spending more resources in order to construct
it.
The Minimum Steiner Tree problem is an NP-hard problem even in its centralized version [7, 15].
The nodes that need to be spanned are called required nodes and any additional ones required to form
the tree are called steiner nodes. Let n be the number of required nodes and s be the number of
steiner nodes. There exists an algorithm which computes the Minimum Steiner Tree in O(n2 2s) time,
namely polynomial in n [13]. The Dreyfus-Wagner algorithm computes the Minimum Steiner Tree in
O((n + s)3n + (n + s)22n ) time, which is polynomial in n + s [13].
Since we would like to spend a small amount of computation and communication resources to con-
struct the region, we are going to consider approximation algorithms that compute a suboptimal Steiner
Tree. There is an approximation algorithm for the centralized version of the Steiner tree problem that
achieves a factor of 2 approximation [7].
2.4.1 The metric Steiner tree problem
There is a specific version of the problem, which is called the metric Steiner Tree problem. The metric
Steiner Tree problem is the Steiner problem for a graph G(V, E), which is complete and satisfies the
triangle inequality, namely for every triplet of nodes (a, b, c), cost(a, c) < cost(a, b) + cost(b, c). It can
be proved that any approximation factor achieved for the metric Steiner problem can be carried over to
the general Steiner Tree problem [7].
Let G(V, E) be the graph for which we would like to solve the general Steiner Tree problem. Let G'
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be the complete graph on the set of vertices V, such that the cost of every edge (a, b) is the cost of the
shortest path from a to b in G. Let T' be a Steiner tree in G'. Then, we can construct a Steiner tree
T in G that has cost at most equal to the cost of T'. For every edge in T', we find the corresponding
shortest path in G and add its edges in T. The resulting graph may contain cycles. We remove those
cycles to get T. Thus, the cost of T is at most equal to the cost of T'.
Let G be a complete graph that satisfies the triangle inequality. Let R be a set of required vertices.
There is an approximation algorithm which solves the Steiner tree problem with a factor of 2. This
algorithm computes the minimum spanning tree for the subgraph of G that contains only R and the
edges of G that connect 2 vertices in R. Let Tapp be this tree. Let Topt be the optimal Steiner tree
over R in G. Topt does not contain any Steiner vertices because if it contained a path (Pl,P2,... ,Pk),
where P1 and Pk are required vertices and all P2,P3,... ,Pk-1 are Steiner vertices, then this path could
be replaced with the edge (Pl,Pk), which would have cost less than or equal to the cost of the whole
path, due to the triangle inequality. Let OPT be the cost of Topt.
We consider ea cycle in graph G, which starts from the root of the tree Topt, visits all the nodes of it
in a depth-first order and returns to the root. Each edge of the tree is traversed twice and thus, the total
cost of the cycle is twice the cost of the tree, which is OPT. An Euler tour is a path which uses each
edge exactly once. If the traversed edges were double, then this would be an Euler tour, because each
edge would be traversed only once (figure 2.3). A Hamiltonian cycle is a cycle which visits each node
of the graph exactly once. We can obtain a Hamiltonian cycle that starts from the root and returns to
the root by following the Euler tour and every time the Euler tour revisits some node following the edge
which leads directly to the next in the order node (figure 2.4). The direct edge has cost less than or
equal to the cost of the edges in the Euler tour. That is why the Hamiltonian cycle has cost less than
or equal to 2 OPT. If we remove an edge from the Hamiltonian cycle, we get a spanning tree that has
cost less than or equal to 2 OPT. So, the optimal spanning tree Tapp has cost at most equal to 2 OPT
too.
2.5 Building a new protocol
The ideas, the principles and the algorithms used in the Regions project, Tiny AGgregation (TAG), the
probabilistic query model and the Steiner Tree theory can be used to define a protocol that constructs
aggregate trees such that aggregate values are calculated spending less energy and time. We should
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Figure 2.3: Depth first Euler tour traversal of the Minimum Spanning Tree
Figure 2.4: Depth first Hamiltonian path traversal of the Minimum Spanning Tree
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identify metrics or the wireless links that affect the consumed energy while computing aggregates, as
well as the time spent to propagate the partial state records to the root. Once the metrics are defined,
a distributed way of constructing an aggregation tree with low cost is going to be developed.
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Chapter 3
Classifying functions
It is useful to classify functions according to their capability of being divided into multiple segments. In
this case, the segments of the function can be calculated in different sites in a sensor network. If the
values that each segment returns have small representation sizes, they can be transmitted to a central
computation point and avoid sending all the parameters of the initial function.
3.1 Functions that can be divided into segments
Each segment of a function division is also described by a function. The segmentation of a function
consists of the set of functions that should be calculated for the computation of the returned value of
the segmented function, the arguments over which they are going to be applied and the function that
will return the final result.
Let us consider a function f that takes n arguments al, a2, ... , an. Each one of the arguments is a
piece of data. We assume that function s returns the size of the representation of a piece of data. The
expression s(ai), I < i < n denotes the size of the representation of the argument ai.
In a distributed computation environment, the size of the intermediate results, which are the re-
turned values of the segmentation functions, determines the total amount of information that should be
communicated in order to produce the returned value of the segmented function. A division of functions
into classes according to segmentation capability should take into consideration this property. The use
of a segmentation. in order to compute a function should reduce the total amount of information that
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needs to be transmitted compared to the case when no segmentation is applied.
3.1.1 Partitionable or decomposed functions
We can provide a definition for partitionable or decomposed functions, taking these facts into consider-
ation. A function f with arguments al, a2 , ... , an is called partitionable or decomposed if there exists
a partition of the set a = {al, a 2,..., an} into disjoint sets gl, g2, . ., gm and there exist functions fc,
fl .. , fi, such that for every possible vector of values assigned to (al, a 2, ..., an),
f(al, a2,...,an) = fc(fl(gl),f2 (g2),..., fm(gm))
and
Vi {1,2,...,m} s(fi(gi)) < E s(aj).
jCI(gi)
I(gi), i (1, 2,..., m}, is the set of the indexes of the arguments aj that are members of gi.
Average is a partitionable function. Let AVERAGE(a, a2,...,an) denote the average of numbers
a, a2, ... , an. Then,
AVERAGE(a, 2, ... ,an) - i
Let us consider the partition g = {al,a2,...,a ]}, g2 = {a[nl+l,a[l+ 2 .. an}. If fp(al, a2 ,
an) (En ai, n) and f((al,, al,2), (a2,, a2,2)): a',+a2,1 then f(al,a 2, ... , an) f(fp(a
a 2 , ... , ar[ 1), fp(a[rl+ 1, a[i1+2 .. ., an)). The representation of each number takes a certain number
of bits. f takes as arguments n numbers, whereas f takes as arguments 2 couples of numbers. For
n > 4, the sum of the sizes of the returned values for the intermediate results is smaller than the sum of
the sizes of the arguments of AVERAGE. Those observations imply that AVERAGE is a partitionable
function.
In the same way, we can prove that functions max and min are partitionable. Observe that max(a1,
a2, ... , an) = max(max(al, a2, ... , am), max(am+i, am+2, ... , an)) for every m such that 1 < m < n-.
The same segmentation can be applied to the min function.
3.1.2 Monolithic functions
If a function is not partitionable or decomposed, it is called monolithic. In order to provide the definition
for monilithic functions, we have to define a matching function set for a partition of a set of data a =
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{al, a 2 ,.. , an} into disjoint sets gl, g2, ... , g. A set of functions f = {fc, fl, f2, . . , fn} is a matching
function set for a partition of a set of data a = {al,a2, ... ,an} into disjoint sets gl, g2, .. , gi, if for
every i {1,2,...,n}, gi belongs to the domain space of fi, and (fl(gl),f 2(g 2 ), ., fm(gm)) belongs
to the domain space of ft. In other words, each fi, < i < n can be applied to gi and fc can be applied
to the vector with the returned values of all functions fi, 1 < i < n.
The definition of monolithic functions is generated by negating the definition of partitionable func-
tions. A function f with arguments al, a2, ... , a, is called monolithic if for all possible partitions
of the set a = al,a 2,...,an} into disjoint sets gl, 92, , gm and for all matching function sets
(fc, f, f2,.. , f,,), there exists an assignment t = (t t, ..., tn) to the vector (al, ..a2 . , an), such that
f(t1,t2, . . .,t) fc(fl(gl(t)),f2(g2(t)),.. fm(gm(t))
or
3i C {1,2,...,m} such that s(fi(gi)) > s(aj).
jEl(gl)
gi(t), 1 < i < m, denotes the subset of the assignment t that corresponds to group gi of the partition.
An example of a monolithic function is the one which returns the JOIN of two tables. If we divide
the entries of the two tables into groups, we can compute the JOIN of all those parts and then, combine
the results. If two parts contain x and y entries respectively, then, their JOIN will contain x · y entries.
So, the total size of the partial results is going to be larger than the size of the two initial tables. That
is why the JOIN function is monolithic.
3.1.3 Fully partitionable functions
Some partitionable functions have the extra property that their computation can be divided into groups
for every possible partition of their arguments. Such a property provides additional flexibility when
trying to assign computation tasks in a distributed environment. The partitionable functions that hold
this property are called fully partitionable. A function f with arguments al, a2, ... , an is called fully
partitionable if for all partitions of the set a = {al, a2 ,..., an} into disjoint sets gl, g2, ... , g, there
exist functions f. fl ... , fin, such that for every possible vector of values assigned to (al, a2. , an),
f(al, a2 ,..., an) = f(fl(gl), f 2(g2) , fm(gm))
and
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Vi {1,2,..., m} s(fi(gi)) < E s(aj).
jEI(gi)
Let us consider the function AVERAGE. This is proved to be fully partitionable. Consider a partition
gl, g2, ..., gm of its arguments into disjoint sets. Then,
AVERAGE(ai, a 2 ,... ,an) 3 [giAVERAGE(gi)
i-1
The size of each Ig-iAVERAGE(gi) is equal to the size of a number. So, the size of all the returning
values of the intermediate functions is equal to m times the size of a number. The initial parameters
have total size equal n times the size of a number and m < n. Thus, AVERAGE is a fully partitionable
function. In the same way, max and min are proved to be fully partitionable.
3.1.4 Recursive functions
There are some functions that can take any number of arguments. They treat each argument in the same
way. This means that for every possible ordering of the arguments, the returned value remains the same.
It is interesting to check if such functions are partitionable. In the case that they are partitionable, it
is important to see if the functions that consist the segments of their computation are the same as the
segmented function. Functions that hold this property are called recursive.
A function f with arguments al, a2, ... , an is called recursive if for all possible partitions of the
set a = {al, a2,..., an} into disjoint sets gl, g2, ... , gm and for every possible vector of values assigned
to (al,a 2,...,an),
f(al, a2, .., an) = f((g), f(g2), f(gm))
This definition states that we may divide the set of arguments into disjoint sets in any way, apply
the function to each one of them and then, apply the function to the returned values of those partial
results in order to get the final result. This is very important in a distributed computation environment
because it provides flexibility in the computation plan.
Let us consider the function max. This is proved to be recursive. Consider a partition gl, g2,..,
gm of its arguments into disjoint sets. Then,
max(al, a2,..., an) = max(max(gl), max(g2),..., max(gm))
The size of max(gi), 1 < i < m, is the representation size of a number. So, the total size of the
returned values of the intermediate functions is m times the representation size of a number. The
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arguments of the initial functions have total size equal to n times the representation size of a number.
Since, m < n, we have that max is a recursive function. In the same way, function sum is proved to be
recursive.
3.2 Aggregate functions
Aggregate functions are special functions that provide us with extensive flexibility when trying to divide
them. Each aggregate function has the following properties:
1. It can be applied to any number n of arguments, n > 1.
2. It treats all arguments in the same way. This means that AGGREGATE (x) = AGGREGATE
(p(x)), for every permutation and every vector of values x.
Examples of aggregate functions are AVERAGE, COUNT, MAX, MIN, SUM, VARIANCE and
HISTOGRAM. In [3], the method of computing aggregate functions by partial state records is proposed.
The size of the partial state records affects the category of the aggregate functions. The partial state
records are the results of the intermediate functions. In distributive aggregates, the partial state record
is identical to the aggregate over the partition it represents. Thus, distributive aggregates are recursive
functions. In algebraic aggregates, the partial state records have constant size. Consequently, they are
fully partitionable functions.
3.3 The importance of decomposing functions
As it was discussed, it is very important to decompose the computation of a function into segments. The
production of intermediate results requires the communication of smaller amounts of information and
if their size is also small, the final result will be computed without spending too much communication
resources.
The partitionable, monolithic, fully partitionable or recursive functions form classes of functions
declaring interesting properties about the segmentation of their computation. Aggregate functions
present useful properties regarding their segmentation. The fact that algebraic aggregates are fully
partitionable functions and distributive aggregates are recursive functions makes the attempt to con-
struct protocols that compute aggregates in sensor networks using those properties challenging.
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Chapter 4
Resource Management in Sensor
Networks
Progress that has been made in the field of computing devices has led to the construction of wireless,
battery powered, smart sensors. The sensors are able to measure attributes of their environment, observe
phenomena that take place near their location, combine data and produce filtered information. An
example of such small sensor devices are the motes which were developed at UC Berkeley [24].
The motes are small devices that have dimensions 2 cm x 4 cm x 1 cm and they contain a pro-
cessor, a memory, a small battery pack, and a set of sensing devices. They run a special operating
system designed or them, the TinyOS. TinyOS provides an environment that allows modularity and a
resource-constrained, event-driven concurrency model, which is valuable because of the large number of
information flows that each sensor processes [24].
The limited resources of sensors make use of resource management techniques vital in the operation
of sensor networks. The computation power and the energy that every sensor has should be used in an
optimized way that increases the lifetime of sensors and, through this, the amount of useful information
that we get from the network.
Regarding data, we consider two cases. In the first case, the application which submits the query
prefers to have all pieces of data but is willing to operate even it does not have them. In the second
case, the sensors do not want to have all pieces of data. In any case, we try to combine the application's
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needs with the energy and communication resources.
4.1 The case of aggregate queries
Aggregate queries are very common in sensor networks. Very often, we deploy a set of sensors in an
environment and we would like to receive one value that represents all the values that the sensors
measured. In this case, we are not interested in having every single piece of raw information but the
result of a function applied to them. It is clear that the result has much smaller size than the initial
information. That is why we would like to have the network produce the result and then, forward it to
the user of this information.
4.1.1 Considering TAG performance
Tiny AGgregation (TAG) [3] is a paradigm for achieving resource management in sensor networks that
compute aggregate queries. It constructs a tree that spans all the nodes in the network and produces
the aggregate value without having all the nodes send the measured value to the computation point.
TAG computes a spanning tree randomly. The total number of transmissions is not taken into
consideration and all the links are considered to have the same quality. The question of whether there
are some spanning trees that achieve better performance in terms of the consumed energy arises.
In some cases, we do not need to compute the aggregate over all the sensors in the network but
over some subset of them. TAG provides us with a way to do this. We have to insert predicates in the
WHERE or the HAVING part of the SQL query. Those predicates will make sure that the values which
will be propagated up towards the root of the tree will be the ones that satisfy the predicates mentioned
in the query.
As we observe, the same tree that spans all the network is used even if we would like to gather
information from some small subset of the nodes. The communication overhead because of using the
whole network tree increases when the subset of nodes is located in a part of the network. Most of the
transmissions that will be made are going to be useless. If we had a smaller tree, we could compute the
aggregate making a much smaller number of transmissions and much quicker.
Consider the case of the network in figure 4.1. Most of the transmissions that will happen are
useless. We could have a tree that consists of the root node and its 1-hop neighbors that would do the
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computations spending much less resources.
%
Figure 4.1: Computing aggregate for some part of the network
Also, some links have better quality than others. In a congested link, the number of trials to submit
successfully will be large. So, the total energy that will be lost for tranmission across this link will be
high. For this reason we should choose high quality links when making the aggregation tree.
4.1.2 Optimizing the aggregation tree
The first observation that we make while trying to optimize the aggregation tree is that in many cases
the aggregation that should be carried out does not refer to the whole network but only to some subset
of its nodes. This is very important when we have a network consisting of a large number of nodes and
we want it to address scalability.
Given that there does not exist routing information for any node in the network and that we want to
guarantee that all participating nodes will be found, we expect that we should search the network in all
directions until we find the nodes that participate in the aggregate. This is what TAG does. But even if
we search all the network to find the nodes that we want to participate in the query, we do not have to
maintain the tree that spans the whole network. We can just maintain the portion of it that spans the
query nodes. In this way, the total energy and time spent to compute an aggregate will go down. This
will produce increased savings as the tree is used repeatedly.
Moreover, if we find all the query nodes in the searching process, we can stop it and avoid flooding all
the network. To achieve this, we should have a mechanism that identifies when this is done and informs
all searching processes to stop. This is quite difficult when there are a lot of searching processes.
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Another matter that arises while trying to construct the tree is the quality of the links that comprise
it. We assume a metric that measures the link quality and has the property that the quality of a path is
the sum of the qualities of its links. In this case, the construction of the tree gets even more complicated.
Even if we find a node, we are not sure which is the optimal way to connect it to the aggregation tree.
Even in the simplest case, when the metric of every link is equal to 1 and we aim to minimize the number
of hops, it is difficult to find the optimal routes.
The choice of the link quality metric depends on the operation parameter that we want to optimize.
We assume the method for computing aggregates that is proposed by TAG. Each node receives the
partial state aggregation records from its children and merges them to produce the partial state record
that represents all the records that it received from its children. If it also participates in the aggregate,
it merges those records with its own record too.
Energy constraints are very important in sensor networks. That is why we would like to use a metric
such that the total cost of the tree is proportional to the total energy spent to compute an aggregate
value. It is also important to compute aggregate values in a small amount of time. In this case, we have
to use a metric that is proportional to the total amount of time needed to produce an aggregate value
at the root of the tree. Sometimes, we might want to take into consideration both parameters. In those
case, we will use a linear combination of the 2 metrics with weights determining the importance of each
parameter in our scheme.
4.2 Minimizing energy
As sensors are battery operated, they have limited energy. That is why we would like to compute the
aggregate values using the minimum possible energy. The energy consumed by a sensor device is used
for sensing, computing and communicating information. To minimize the total energy consumption we
should take into consideration the amount of energy spent for each aim.
The energy spent in sensing depends on the kind of phenomena or attributes that we would like
to sense, as well as the sensing sampling frequency. If the aim to minimize the total energy spent to
compute a single aggregation value is considered, the sensing energy spent is proportional to the number
of sensors participating in the aggregate. Of course, in the case that a probability distribution for the
request pattern is considered, the sampling frequency is affected, which needs to be examined for the
computation of the total energy consumed. The energy spent for sensing is, generally, small compared
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to the one spent for communication.
The computation energy is the energy spent to carry out the mergings. This depends on the kind of
aggregate that is computed, which determines the size of the partial state records. It is also influenced
by the hardware and the computing architecture. In [25], Levis et al. propose the use of application
specific virtual machines to reprogram sensor networks, in order to achieve energy efficiency. As in the
case of sensing energy, this amount of energy is also small compared to the one used for communication.
The communication energy refers to the cost of communicating the partial state records, as well as
the energy spent while waiting to receive them. The transmission energy is also affected by the size of
the records and thus, by the kind of aggregate that is computed. If we assume that the energy spent
for every transmission is the same, the total transmission energy cost is proportional to the number of
edges in the spanning tree.
The assumption that the transmission energy cost across all links will be the same is not always
accurate, though. The transmissions are accomplished using some MAC protocol. Every shared media
protocol is going to have some overhead that consumes energy. If the overhead is large, the transmission
energy spent to communicate a partial state record through a link is going to be high. This overhead
is affected by the congestion in the area in which the transmission will occur. If many sensors try to
transmit informaltion, then a large number of collisions will occur and the total energy spent for successful
transmission will be high. The metric that will be chosen for the links should be proportional to the
average amount of energy spent to transmit successfully a partial state record.
In TAG, the energy spent while waiting to receive information is small compared to the one used for
transmitting information. This is true because each epoch is divided into time intervals and each sensor
needs to receive information for only one time interval per epoch. The length of this time interval is
proportional to _, where TE is the duration of the epoch and d is the depth of the aggregation tree.
Thus, the fraction of time that a sensor needs to be awake in order to receive the partial state records
is small and the energy spent for it is small compared to the energy spent for transmissions.
4.2.1 Analyzing the tranmission control mechanism
The media used to propagate information in a wireless network is the air. This is a shared media, which
makes the use of a media access control protocol necessary. When a sensor sends some signal, all the
other sensors that are within its range can hear it. Therefore, they cannot receive another signal at the
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same time, because this will overlap with the initial signal. They can send a signal to a sensor other
than the originator of the initial signal or its neighbors.
To ensure that the delivery of its message will be successful, we have to use a MAC layer protocol.
This protocol will achieve Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) and Collision Detection (CD). Woo
and Culler propose a MAC layer protocol suitable for sensor networks in [6]. The protocol takes into
consideration the traffic patterns in sensor networks and the need to control the total energy consumption.
This MAC layer protocol is adapted by TAG [3] and we are also going to use it in SYMPHONY.
The total energy consumed for the tranmission of a partial state record depends on the contention
control mechanism that the MAC layer protocol uses. IEEE 802.11 [27] and MACAW [26] use control
packets, such as Request to Send (RTS) and Clear to Send (CTS). Acknowledgements (ACK) indicate
lack of collision in IEEE 802.11.
Every sensor that wants to transmit a partial state record will use the MAC layer protocol. So, it is
going to transmit a number of RTS messages, until it receives a CTS from the destination of the partial
state record. Then, it will send the packet with the data (DATA) and wait for an acknowledgement from
the destination (ACK). If the acknowledgement does not come, it will have to start the procedure from
the beginning again, until it sends the data packet and receives an ACK.
The total transmission energy spent is the energy spent to transmit the RTS packets and the DATA
packets. Each sensor needs to have an expected value for the energy spent to successfully transmit a
partial state record. Thus, we can add a feature to the MAC layer protocol and have it keep a moving
average for the energy spent to transmit successfully for all the outgoing links. Since this energy is
proportional to the amount of information trasmitted via the RTS and DATA packets, we can keep a
moving average of this quantity.
The RTS packets are small compared to the DATA packets. A RTS packet is 3 bytes long, whereas
a DATA packet is 30 bytes long. Also, sometimes the RTS-CTS mechanism is not used and ACK
messages are only used to detect collisions. In this case, the transmission energy spent is proportional
to the number of the DATA packets sent. This is the number of trials required to submit successfully
through a link. The metric that is going to be used should converge to the expected number of trials for
successful transmission through the link. The Expected Transmission Count(ETX) metric [5] is a rather
precise estimator for this quantity.
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4.3 Minimizing response time
TAG consists of the distribution phase and the collection phase. In the distribution phase, the message
for computing the aggregate is propagated from the root down to the routing tree. The production of
each aggregate value is carried out during an epoch. In each epoch, each sensor needs to know the time
intervals to receive information from its children, to sense and process information and to send the result
to its parent. Of course, the leaves do not need a time interval to receive information and the root does
not need a time interval to send information.
In the distribution phase, where the aggregate request messages propagate down the tree, each sensor
identifies its level and uses it to determine the time intervals in which it is required to take some action.
As we observe, the duration of the epoch is proportional to the depth of the routing tree. The problem
is that the depth of the routing tree is not known at the beginning of the distribution phase. The root
should assume a maximum depth for the tree.
The time intervals for sending information should be large enough to ensure that all the sensors that
have to send the partial state records will do so. Their length depends on the throughput of the MAC
layer protocol that is used, which deals with collisions. The branching factor of the tree affects the time
needed to transmit. If the branching factor is large, then many children have to transmit their state
record to their parent. Since the children cannot transmit simultaneously, the time needed for all the
transmissions will be large too. The collision policy of the MAC layer protocol is important because the
occurence of many collisions will delay further the transmissions.
So, the duration of an epoch should be large enough to ensure that the length of the time interval
dedicated to transmission for each level is large enough. The length of each tranmission time interval is
proportional to the length of the epoch divided by the depth the tree. In addition, the total time needed
to compute an aggregate value is the duration of an epoch. As we observe, the time needed to answer
an aggregate query can be reduced if we construct routing trees that have shallow depth.
Let ts, tr and tp be the lengths of the time intervals during which each sensor sends information,
receives information or senses and processes information respectively. When a sensor in a level i, i > 0,
sends a partial state record, then a sensor in the level i - 1 is going to receive this record. We should
have t > t, since the time interval for receiving the packet with the partial state record should be larger
than the time interval for sending it. The time interval that a node in level i is expecting to receive the
partial state records of its children that are in level i + 1 is symmetric with regard to the time interval
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that its children send their partial state records, where 0 < i < d - 1, d is the depth of the tree. This
means that a time interval of length t-ts is located between the start of the receiving time interval for
the i-level node and the start of the sending time interval for its children and a time interval of the same
length is located between the ends of those 2 time intervals, making the receiving time interval to end
last.
Each epoch starts with the nodes with level equal to the depth of the tree sensing and processing
information. The sensing and processing time interval, which has length tp, is followed by the sending
time interval with length t,. At time equal to t t before the start of the sending interval, the receiving
interval of the level d - 1 nodes starts. So, after the sending interval for the level d nodes ends, time
equal to passes and the receiving time interval for the nodes in level d-l1 ends too. The processing
interval for the nodes in level d - 1 with length tp and the sending interval for the nodes in level d - 1
with length t follow. The start and end points for the time intervals are shown in figure 4.2, where T =
t+t + t and E = t. When the sending interval for the d - 1 level nodes finishes, time equal to t -t
remains until the receiving interval for the nodes in level d - 2 finishes.
The same pattern is repeated as we go up the levels periodically. Each period starts when the
processing time interval of level i nodes starts and ends when the receiving interval of level i - 1 nodes
ends or the processing time interval of level i - 1 nodes starts, equivalently. Thus, each period has length
tp + t + t t - t+ts + tp. The pattern is repeated from i = d to i = 1. At the end of all the periods,
the root has the partial state records of all its children and thus, the sensing and processing time interval
for the root, which takes time tp, starts.
As we observe, the total time of an epoch is equal to tp + d. ( tr+ + tp). This formula is also true for
d = 0, as in this case we have only the sensing and processing time interval for the root. Consequently,
the duration of an epoch is linear to the depth of the tree. Of course, the duration of an epoch can be
greater than this quantity, in which case we are going to have idle time in the beginning of each epoch.
We would like to ensure that for a given duration of the epoch, we can compute as many as possible
aggregates. This depends on the characteristics of the trees that are going to be formed for computing
the aggregates. For given lengths for processing, receiving and sending intervals and for a given depth
of the tree, we have found the lower bound for the epoch duration. This bound implies that we should
construct trees with as small as possible depth.
Given that the branching factor of the trees is bounded by the degree of the nodes in the connectivity
graph, we expect that trees with a small number of nodes will tend to have small degrees as well. Also,
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we assume that there are not great differences in the nodes' branching factor. If we assign the same
metric to all links and try to find a low cost tree, it is expected that a tree with shallow depth will be
constructed.
Also, we observe that we can achieve a lower bound in the epoch duration if we have small lengths
for receiving and sending time intervals. The lengths of those intervals depend on the time that the
sensors need to transmit a packet with a partial state record successfully to their parents. If a node has
a single child, then, the time for a successful tranmission is expected to be proportional to the round trip
latency across the link that connects the 2 nodes. If a node has more than 1 child, then the collisions are
going to increase and the total time needed for all the children to transmit their partial state records to
their parents will go up. This will affect the latency metric of all the links. We would like to ensure that
the number of children of every node remains low, though. Thus, we determine that the cost of these
transitions in our metric will be the sum of the latencies of all the links connecting the children to the
parent. Under this scheme, we have that the total cost for the aggregation tree is the sum of the round
trip latencies across all the links that the tree spans.
4.4 Calculating the link quality metrics
We should determine how the metrics proposed can be measured by the sensors. The calculation of the
metrics is going to be associated with the 1-hop neighbor discovery, since each outgoing link corresponds
to a 1-hop neighbor.
A sensor does not know the topology of the whole network. It can only learn its immediate neighbors
and the quality of the links which connect it to them. To learn this, it can send broadcast messages,
which are going to be received by its immediate neighbors.
There are two approaches to this problem. In the first one, each sensor periodically sends broadcast
messages, which are called FIND IMMEDIATE messages. When a sensor receives a message of this
kind, it knows that its sender is 1 hop away from it. The periodic emission of those messages ensures
that changes in topology will be detected. If some sensor does not hear from another one for a certain
amount of time, it will assume that it is no longer in its range.
The second approach uses acknowledgements. Again, each sensor periodically sends broadcast
messages to its neighbors, which are called FINDIMMEDIATE messages. When a sensor receives a
FINDIMMEDIATE message, it replies with an IMMEDIATEANSWER message. Each sensor collects
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the IMMEDIATEANSWER messages that it receives in response to a FIND_ IMMEDIATE message
that it sent and, in this way, learns about its 1-hop neighbors. This method imposes more overhead
than the first one, because it uses acknowledgements, but it is more useful when the link quality that
we would like to measure is latency.
The same methods can be used to measure the quality of the links that connect each sensor with
its immediate neighbors. If we would like to measure latency, the second method is applied. More
specifically, the sensor which sends a FINDIMMEDIATE message should keep the time when it sent it.
When it receives an IMMEDIATEANSWER message in response to it, in order to find the latency, it
should subtract the time that it sent the FINDIMMEDIATE message from the current time. The same
procedure can be carried out repeatedly to ensure that the time measured will converge to the actual
average latency.
In the case that Expected Transmission Count (ETX) is used, the first approach is followed [5].
Each sensor sends FINDJIMMEDIATE messages periodically. The rate at which those messages are
sent is fixed and known to all the nodes of the network. Each node maintains a cache with all the
FINDIMMEDIATE messages that it received from its neighbors during the last time interval. This
information is inserted in the FINDIMMEDIATE messages, when they are sent.
Once a sensor a receives a FINDIMMEDIATE message from one of its neighbors b, it can update
the ETX metric of the link that connects it to the sender of the message. The message contains the
number of messages that b received from a during the last time interval. Sensor a knows how many
messages it sent to b during the interval, so it can compute the loss rate la-b from a to b. Also, sensor a
knows how many FINDIMMEDIATE messages it received from b during the last time interval and the
number that it should have received. In this way, it can compute the loss rate lb-a from b to a. The loss
rate la-b converges to the probability that a transmits successfully a packet to b and, similarly, the loss
rate lb-,a to the probability of successful transmission in the opposite direction. Since our MAC layer
protocol uses acknowledgements, la,-b b-a converges to the probability of successful transition and
1 converges to the expected number of tries for successful tranmission, according to the Bernulli
trials formula. This is the ETX metric for the link that connects a to b. Notice that the quality of this
link is symmetric. The expected value of the ETX metric that b is going to measure for its link to a
is the same. This is very useful when running distributed algorithms that take into consideration link
quality.
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4.5 Managing response energy and time
As has been discussed, the energy spent and the time required to compute the aggregate value using an
aggregate tree can be decreased if the aggregation tree has low cost according to appropriate metrics.
More specifically, if we use the Expected Transmission Count (ETX) metric, we expect that the resulting
aggregation tree will calculate the aggregate value using a small amount of energy. If we use the latency
metric, we will be able to produce aggregate values quickly.
Chapter 5
The protocol SYMPHONY
The protocol SYMPHONY enables sensor networks to construct and operate regions that compute
aggregate functions. The computation is done using aggregation trees. The same approach is followed
by TAG (Tiny AGgregation) [3]. The difference between SYMPHONY and TAG is that the aggregation
tree has to span some subset of the network nodes and not the whole network. Also, during the
construction process the quality of links is taken into consideration. Links with low cost are preferred.
The cost of the links is determined by some metric, which is based on the operation parameter that we
would like to optimize.
Each sensor that runs the protocol measures the metrics of its outgoing links using the techniques
described in section 4.4. The measurement of the link quality is done periodically. The link metrics
should be updated frequently in order to ensure the choice of low congested links during the formation
of the aggregate tree.
The node which receives the aggregate query is going to construct the region that will compute the
answer to it'. The construction of the tree refers to the establishment of the parent and children pointers
in the sensors which are members of the tree. The node which receives the query, constructs the region
and is the root of the aggregate tree is called the administrator of the region.
The protocol's operation is divided in two phases, the path discovery phase and the path rein-
forcement phase. During the path discovery phase, paths to the nodes which are going to participate
in the query are discovered. The path discovery phase is carried out in two levels. In the lower level,
each sensor discovers the participating sensors to which it is connected directly, namely it is connected
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via paths that do not pass through any other participating sensors. In the higher level, each sensor
asks the participating sensors that it found to find their own immediate participating sensors. The
discovery process defines a tree containing the participating sensors, which is called the discovery tree.
The discovery tree structure together with the costs of the paths that connect the participating sensors
are propagated back to the administrator of the region, which is the root of the tree. This structure
forms the overlay graph of the participating sensors. The root calculates the minimum spanning tree
of the overlay graph. Each edge in the minimum spanning tree corresponds to a path in the network
graph. The tree that consists of all the paths corresponding to an edge in the minimum spanning tree
is a Steiner tree that spans the participating sensors and is proved to have cost not more than twice the
cost of the optimal Steiner tree spanning those nodes.
During the path reinforcement phase, pointers for the paths that belong to the minimum spanning tree
are established in the sensors that those paths traverse. The pointers are established in both directions.
These are the pointers that are required to define the Steiner tree for computing the aggregate. Each
participating sensor is assigned the task to reinforce some paths. The root reinforces the paths that it
should reinforce, according to the minimum spanning tree that was computed, and sends a structure
with the paths that the other participating sensors should reinforce to its children in the discovery tree.
The same procedure is repeated recursively. Each participating sensor reinforces the paths that it is
required to reinforce and sends the rest paths to its children in the discovery tree.
In this way, a Steiner tree with cost not more than twice the cost of the optimal one is formed. This
tree can be used to produce aggregates. The fact that the total cost of the links that comprise it is low
enables the calculation of the aggregate using few energy or few time, according to the metric that is
used.
5.1 Computing aggregates in sensor networks
Let us consider a wireless sensor network. The connectivity in this network can be represented by an
undirected graph G(V, E). V is the set of the nodes of the network. Every sensor has a radius, which
determines its range. We assume that all sensors have the same range. If some sensor a can hear some
sensor b, b can also hear a. This means that the links between sensors are symmetric. The set E consists
of the links which are formed in the sensor network. A pair of nodes (a, b) is a member of E if a and
b are within range. We also assume that the link quality is symmetric. The cost of having a transmit
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information to b is equal to the cost of having b transmit information to a.
We assume a metric which measures the quality of links. The Expected Transmission Count (ETX)
[5] and the latency [21] are some examples for this metric. It can be any metric that has the property
that the metric of a path is the sum of the metrics of the edges that it is composed of. The choice of
the metric affects the operation of the protocol while it computes the aggregate functions. It should
be based on our goals, that is the parameters of the operation that we want to minimize or maximize.
Such parameters are the energy or bandwidth consumption and the response time. Some times we may
want to achieve sufficient performance in many parameters or a combination of them. In this case, the
metric may be a combination of simpler metrics. As we discussed in section 4.2, the total energy that
is consumed for the computation of an aggregate value is linear in the cost of the aggregation tree and
linear in the number of nodes that are members of that tree. In section 4.2, we also assumed that the
influence of the number of nodes in the tree is small compared to the influence of the cost of the tree
and thus, the total energy is proportional to the cost of the tree.
Suppose that the query of computing the aggregate value of an attribute over some set of sensors
is submitted to a sensor. This is, usually, going to be a base station, but the protocol can still work
if it is any sensor in the network. In SYMPHONY, this sensor has to construct a region to compute
this aggregate. Considering the TAG approach to aggregate query answering, a tree that spans all those
sensors has to be formed. Every sensor has some identification number, which is hardcoded into it. The
query contains the identification numbers of the sensors that are going to participate in the aggregate.
For example, if we want to compute the aggregate over some geographic region and we know the
positions of all sensors, we can tranform the region coordinates into the identification numbers of the
sensors that belong to it and form the respective query that will give us the desired aggregate. If we do
not know the exact position of the sensors, a GPS might be used to learn them.
The query can contain some property for the sensors that need to participate in the aggregate. For
example, a query to compute the average temperature among all the sensors that can achieve certain
accuracy in their measurements might be submitted. These properties are the invariants of the region
that is going to be constructed.
The sensor which receives the query and initiates the construction procedure for the respective region
is the administrator of the region and the root of the aggregation tree which defines the region. It is the
computation unit that will produce the aggregate value.
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5.2 Definition of a region in SYMPHONY
In our case, the region is defined to be a set of contained members that share some common invariants.
The invariant that the members of the regions share is the query in which they participate. Every node
that belongs to the region apart from the root has one parent pointer and some children pointers. The
root has only children pointers. Of course, the leaves have no children pointers. The graph that is
formed by those pointers should by a tree.
In many cases, the tree cannot span all nodes participating in the aggregate query without containing
nodes that do not participate in the aggregate. So, the region may contain some nodes that do not
participate in the aggregate. If those members have only one child, then they just forward the information
that they receive from it to their parent. If they have more than one child, they combine the records
that they receive from their children and forward the result to their parent.
As we observe, the members of the region are divided in two categories, the participating and the con-
necting members. Participating members are the administrator and the sensors that measure attributes
that participate in the aggregate. Connecting members are the ones that belong to the aggregation tree
but none of the attributes that they measure participate in the aggregate. They have the computation
capabilities to merge partial state aggregate records, though.
5.3 Routing the information to compute aggregates
The sensors that are going to participate in the aggregate do not know that they are going to be
members of the respective region. Moreover, the sensor that receives the query does not know how
to route information to them. Every sensor can only learn about its immediate neighbors by sending
broadcast packets and collecting the answers that it gets. In this way, it can also learn the metric of
the link that connects it to its neighbors. It caches this cost into its memory and in this way has an
estimation of the cost for all its outgoing links at any moment.
It is clear that the sensor which will construct the region has to send out packets in the network
in order to discover the members of the region. The obvious way to do this is to flood packets in the
network. Since there is no underlying layer to provide routing information, flooding seems inevitable.
On the other hand, the question of whether certain techniques can prevent flooding is interesting.
After the flooding is over, the sensor which needs the answer to the query should be able to send
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messages to all sensors that participate in the aggregate and receive information from them. To achieve
this, the packets that flood to the network starting from the region constructor should establish some
state in the sensors in order to carry out this routing.
The routing problem raises the question of optimality. When routing information, we can choose
from a variety of routes. The question is whether we need to follow the optimal one. The discovery of
the optimal one appears to require a search of the whole network, since even if a route is found, we are
not sure if another route with smaller cost exists.
5.4 Dividing the participating sensors into tiers
While trying to find a distributed algorithm for the Steiner tree problem, the need to break up the
construction into many parts and then, unify those parts arises. In [23], Gallager et al. define a
distributed algorithm that computes the minimum spanning tree over a graph by constructing parts of
it and then, extending them.
Every two required nodes in a Steiner tree are going to be connected via a path which consists of
Steiner or other required nodes. So, two required nodes may be connected directly, if there are only
steiner nodes in the path that connects them or via other required nodes, if this path contains other
required nodes too.
Based on a Steiner tree in a network graph G, we may construct the graph for the overlay network
Go, which contains only the required nodes. There is an edge (a, b) in Go if and only if the path from a
to b in the Steiner tree does not pass through other required nodes.
Using the overlay graph, we can divide the nodes into tiers. Let us consider a required node r. Then,
the tier-1 nodes for r are the required nodes that are 1 hop away from r. Generally, the tier-i nodes are
the ones that are i hops away from r.
We can provide an alternative definition for the tier-i nodes of a required node, using the initial
network graph G. According to this definition, the tier-O node for a node is itself. Then, tier-i nodes
are defined recursively, using tier-(i - 1) nodes. The tier-i nodes for a required node r are the nodes
such that there exists a path from some tier-(i - 1) node to them that does not pass through any other
required nodes, except its start and end node.
If we consider a root for the tree, then the tier-i nodes for it are defined to be the tier-i nodes for
the root. It is clear that every network tree has a finite number of tiers. The number of tiers depends
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on the topology of the network and the required nodes, but it is bounded by the total number of nodes
in the network tree.
This approach provides flexibility in computing the Steiner tree. In a Steiner tree, every node will
be connected via Steiner nodes to a subset of its tier-1 nodes. If we know this subset, it is easier to
construct the tree, because we know which nodes should be directly connected and we can optimize the
tree structure that connects each node with this subset of its tier-is.
5.5 The shortest path overlay network
Suppose that we know the overlay network of required nodes Go for a network graph G. Each pair of
required nodes which have a tier-1 relation is connected with an edge in Go. Suppose that the cost of
each edge is equal to the cost of the shortest path between the two required nodes. In this case, we can
use a Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm to find a Steiner Tree which has cost not more than twice the
cost of the optimal one, as discussed in section 2.4.1.
We construct a Steiner tree for G by computing the minimum spanning tree for Go. Let Tmst be this
tree. Let Tspa be a variable containing a set of edges. Initially, we set Tspa to be an empty set. In the
end, Tspa will contain a Steiner tree called the shortest path approximation tree. Then, for each edge e
which belongs to T,,mst, we add all the edges of G that correspond to the shortest path represented by e
in Go to Tspa. In the end, Tspa will be a Steiner tree spanning the set of nodes R with cost less than or
equal to twice the optimal one.
Let G' be the graph with the shortest path cost between all pairs of nodes. First of all, we observe
that the cost of Tmst, which is the minimum spanning tree on the overlay network graph Go is less than
or equal to the cost of Tapp, which is the minimum spanning tree over the subgraph of G' which contains
all edges between nodes in R. Given Tapp, we can construct a spanning tree Tst for Go that has cost
less than or equal to the cost of Tapp. If an edge e in Tapp connects the nodes a and b, such that b is
not a tier-1 of a, then, the shortest path from a to b in G passes through some required nodes rl, r2,
... , rk, k > 0. Then, we add edges (a, rl), (rl, r2 ), ... , (rk_1, rk), (rk, b) to Tt. If the total cost of all
those edges was smaller than the cost of (a, b), then, (a, b) would not have the cost of the shortest path
between a and b. If the total cost of all those edges was larger than the cost of (a, b), then, one of the
edges (a, rl), (rl, rl+l), I = 1, 2, .. ., k - 1, (rk, b) would have cost more than the shortest path between
the nodes it connects. So, the total cost of all those edges is equal to the cost of (a, b). We remove from
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Tst any edges that form cycles and in this way, we form a spanning tree with cost less than or equal to
the cost of Tapp. We know that the cost of T,,t is less than or equal to the cost of Tst and thus, the
same relation holds for the cost of Tapp.
It is now clear that the cost of Tmst is less than or equal to 2 · OPT, where OPT is the cost of
the optimal Steiner tree over G. While adding edges to Tpa, based on the structure of T,,mst no cycle
is formed. To prove this, it is sufficient to prove that every time we add a shortest path to T,,pa, no
cycle is formed. Let p be the path that is added at some step. Path p starts from a required node,
passes through some steiner nodes and ends to a required node. If the end of p was already in the tree,
then, it would be accessed from the root by following a sequence of shortest paths. Every shortest path
corresponds to an edge in Tmst and that would mean that Tmst has a cycle, as the end node of path p
would be accessed via two paths. Therefore, by contradiction, QED.
If some other node in p was already in the tree, then another shortest path Pt, which would correspond
to an edge in Tr,,st would traverse it. Let a, b be the beginning and the end of p respectively and c,
d be the beginning and the end of Pt respectively. Let u be the node where they meet. The situation
is shown in Figure 5.1. It is clear that a, b, c and d are all tier-is of each other. We know that
cost(a, d) > cost(c, d) because otherwise, the spanning tree having (a, d) and not (c, d) would have less
cost than Tmst. Note that cost(a, d) is the cost of the shortest path between a and d, which is not
necessarily the path that starts from a, follows p until u and then, follows Pt until d. We know that
cost(a, u) + cost(:!, d) > cost(a, d) > cost(c, d) = cost(c, u) + cost(u, d). So, cost(a, u) > cost(c, u). But
this means that cost(a, u) + cost(u, b) > cost(c, u) + cost(u, b) > cost(c, b), where cost(c, b) is the cost of
the shortest path between c and b. This leads us to the conclusion that the cost of the shortest path
from a to b is greater than the cost of the shortest path from c to b. In this case, the spanning tree
which is derived from Tmst if we remove (a, b) and add (c, b) has cost less than or equal to the cost of
T,mst, which means that the hypothesis that Tmt is the minimum spanning tree is false.
Thus, we have proven that in any case when we add to Tspa the edges of a shortest path corresponding
to an edge in T,mt, no cycles are formed. Once we add the edges of a shortest path in Tspa, the total
cost of Tspa increases not more than the cost of the corresponding edges in Tmst, because some of the
edges might already be in T,,p. This means that the cost of Tspa is not more than the cost of Tmst,
which has been proven to be less than or equal to 2 OPT. At this point, it is clear that the cost of
the Steiner tree that is constructed by this way does not exceed 2 · OPT, where OPT is the cost of the
optimal Steiner tree for the graph G and the set of required vertices R.
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Figure 5.1: No cycles are formed in shortest path approximation graph
5.6 Identifying regions
The protocol SYMPHONY is able to form multiple regions. In order to handle all the regions, it needs to
give them unique identifiers. The formation and the operation of multiple regions requires the exchange
of messages. Sensors should be able to identify the region to which each message refers. Also, each sensor
keeps some information for each region that is formed. Thus, each sensor should be able to determine
the region to which each piece of information refers. To sum up, the formation and operation of multiple
regions requires the development of an identification scheme for them.
In order to define the identifier assignment process, we should examine the sites and the conditions
under which regions are formed, because we need to assign globally unique identifiers in a completely
distributed fashion.
Regions are formed when queries are submitted to sensors. The existence of a region is not known to
the whole network. Thus, if some sensor receives a query and starts the formation of a region, it does not
know which identification number to assign to it, in order to avoid collision in the identification number
with other regions. To solve this problem, we define the identifier of a region to be a pair of numbers
(OriginID, QueryID). OriginID is the identification number of the sensor where the query is submitted
and QueryID is the identification number of the query. A sensor can assign identification numbers to
the queries that it receives in a unique way.
In this way the quantity of the information needed to represent a region is O(log(n) + log(q)) =
O(log(nq)) bits, where n is the number of the sensors in the network and q is the number of queries that
may be submitted to each sensor. So, O(log(n)) bits suffice to represent a sensor and O(log q) bits are
enough to represent a query submitted to a sensor.
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5.7 Identifying paths
A Steiner tree that spans a set of nodes of a graph contains some path for every pair of nodes that it
spans. While forming such a tree, we need to choose the path that we will use to span every pair of
nodes. Of course. some nodes may be connected with a path that contains other required nodes too. It
is useful to know the required nodes in a Steiner tree that are connected with a path that does not pass
through any other required nodes, which are the tier-1 nodes connected via a direct path. If we knew
this information, we could construct the Steiner tree by taking the optimal tree that spans each node
with the subset of its tier-is that are going to be directly connected to it.
During the operation of the protocol, nodes need to compare paths that start from the same source.
The results and the costs of paths that have common parts will be combined. We will identify paths
by assigning numbers to the different directions that they take. Such an identification scheme will help
each participating node to select the optimal paths that connect it to its tier-is. The identifiers used for
paths are number sequences. Let us assume that a path starts from node x. Let us also suppose that x
has n outgoing links that connect to nodes q[l], q[2], ... , q[n], where q[i]'s are node identifiers and q[l]
< q[2] < ... q[n]. The path that visits q[i] after x is going to have identification sequence (i), as shown
in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Identification sequences for paths that start from the origin
The paths that traverse more than 1 hop are defined recursively. Suppose that the path with iden-
tification sequence p = (p[I],p[2],... ,p[k]) arrives at node y. Also, suppose that node y has neighbors
y[b], u[i], u[2], ... , u[ l], r[2], ... , r[m] and path p was at node Yb before coming to y. Path p has
revisited u[1], u[2], ... , u[l], but has not visited again r[l], r[2], ... , r[m]. We have that r[l] < r[2] <
... < r[m]. Then, path p may continue by going to one of nodes r[l], r[2], ... , r[m]. If m = 1, there
is only 1 alternative for p to continue, so the path that goes to r[l] has identification sequence p. If
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m > 1, there are more than 1 alternatives for the sequel of the path. The path that goes to r[i] will
have identification sequence (p[1],p[2 ],... ,p[k], i), as shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Identification sequences for a path that branches into a set of new paths
Each path is considered to start from the origin and end at the node where there does not exist
any not visited neighbor to go to or there are many alternatives to continue with but the identification
sequence does not provide any more information on how to continue. So, let us assume that following
the path p we get to a node x. At x, we have n alternatives to continue with, but we have used all the
numbers in p to decide which branch to take in previous nodes. Thus, p is going to stop in x. Path
(p, s) is going to follow the same route as p until it reaches x. There, it is going to continue by following
the outgoing link marked with the number s until it reaches a point where it cannot continue.
As we observe, while following paths, we maintain a pointer at some number in the identification
sequence, which will determine which branch we will take in the next branching point. If this pointer
gets to the end of the sequence and we reach a branching point, the path has to stop. Path identification
sequences provide us with an encoding of the graph that is based on a reference node, the origin of the
paths. It suppresses any part of the graph that does not have branches. For example, if we have some set
of nodes that are connected in a row, the path identification sequence will represent their connectivity
by a single number.
Finally, let us assume that a path p which arrives at a node is divided in a number of paths (p, d1),
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(p, d2), ... , (p, d,,). Path p is the parent path for each of those paths. Generally, consider a path
P = (PI,P2, ..-,P m) that has more than one number in its identification sequence. The prefix that
contains mr - 1 numbers, which is (P1,P2, .. Pm-l) is the parent path for p.
5.8 SYMPHONY's operation
The sensor that receives a query does not know anything about the topology of the network. It does
not know where the sensors participating in the query are located. Thus, it has to find paths to those
nodes and use them in order to form a tree. In SYMPHONY, each participating node is assigned the
task to find its tier-i nodes. In this way, the tree grows in depth. The greedy strategy of choosing the
shortest path between tier-is is followed. This strategy does not ensure optimality but ensures a factor
2 approximation in the Steiner tree that is computed.
SYMPHONY starts by having the root find its tier-i nodes. Then, it asks the first of its tier-is to
do the same procedure. This procedure is called recursively. In this way, a discovery tree which contains
the participating nodes is constructed. Its node finds the remaining of its tier-is, that is the tier-is that
are after it in the discovery tree, if we traverse this tree in a depth first way. The recursion is finished
when some node cannot find any remaining tier-is. When a node gets the response that tier-is were
found from one of its children, then it sends the request to find tier-is to its next child in the order. If
all children have replied that they have found their tier-is, then the node sends the reply that it has
found its tier-is to its parent. Figure 5.4 shows the process of discovering the participating nodes.
Figure 5.4: Discovery Tree
The procedure finishes when the root gets all the replies. Each reply contains the shortest paths
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to the nodes that were discovered. Each node aggregates the results that it gets from its children, so
the root can use the replies to generate the shortest path overlay graph and find a minimum spanning
tree on it. Then, it reinforces the shortest paths that belong to the minimum spanning tree. As was
discussed earlier, this tree has cost less than twice the cost of the optimal tree.
5.9 Finding tier-is
An important part of SYMPHONY's operation is the procedure of finding the remaining tier-is of a
node. When a node receives the request to find its remaining tier-is from its parent in the discovery
tree, it initiates this procedure. It responds to its parent when the procedure has finished.
The request to find the tier-1 nodes is sent via a FINDTIER1 SYMPHONY packet. This packet
contains the list of participating nodes that are sought. Of course, the root initiates this procedure
without receiving a FINDTIERi packet, since it is the node which triggers the formation of the whole
tree. The response to the parent that the remaining tier-is were found is carried with a FOUNDTIER1
SYMPHONY packet.
The remaining tier-is are found by flooding the network with packets until some participating node
is found. The packets discover all the paths that lead to the tier-is. The discovery process is carried out
using JOINREQUEST SYMPHONY packets. Once the tier-is are found, the information about the
paths that were followed to reach them is carried back to the origin using JOINANSWER SYMPHONY
packets.
Each JOIN-REQUEST packet contains the identification sequence of the path that it follows. Once a
path is divided into multiple paths, the JOINREQUEST packets are also replicated to reflect the paths
that are created. Each link can be traversed by only one path or, equivalently, only one JOINREQUEST
in any direction. If some path does not arrive first at a node, then it stops and declares that it met the
path that arrived first.
A path that stops has to propagate the information that it has gathered back to the origin. This
is done via the JOINANSWER messages. The cost of the path is accumulated in some field of the
JOINANSWER messages, while it returns its information to the origin. If a path was divided at
some node, then, the pieces of information that each one of its branches gathered are merged and
they are propagated with a unique JOINANSWER message back to the origin. In this way, the path
information is propagated in path tree structures. If some path does not discover anything, it propagates
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back JOINANSWER messages that declare this fact. When it reaches a branching point, it is rejected
and it does not take part in the merging of the path trees. If all path trees that arrive at a branching
point reject, a new reject JOINANSWER message is generated and it propagates up the tree.
The origin forms the path tree representing all the paths that start from the origin, once it receives
JOIN-ANSWER messages from all of its outgoing links to which it sent a JOINREQUEST message.
Then, it forms a suppressed version of the part of the network graph that connects it to its tier-is. This
suppressed version is constructed by considering the path tree and merging all nodes that are ends of
paths that have met each other. This is called a suppressed version of the original network graph because
it is the graph that is formed if we remove all the candidate connecting nodes that have 2 outgoing links
and all the nodes that are on rejected paths from the original graph. Note that a candidate connecting
node always has at least 2 outgoing links, because otherwise it would not be eligible to be a connecting
node.
To summarize, the JOINREQUEST messages are sent by a sensor in order to find the remaining of its
tier-i sensors. The JOINANSWER messages are sent by the sensor which received a JOINREQUEST
message in order to inform the origin of the fact that they are one of its tier-i sensors. The FINDTIER1
messages are sent by a sensor to the tier-i sensors that it has found first in order to trigger them to
start finding their tier-1 sensors. The FOUNDTIER1 messages are sent in response of the FINDTIER1
messages when the procedure of finding the remaining tier-1 sensors has finished.
5.9.1 The JOINREQUEST messages
Each JOINREQUEST packet has the following fields:
* Type: This field contains the type of the packet, which is JOIN-REQUEST.
* RegionID: This field contains the identification pair of the region for which the procedure of
finding the remaining tier-i nodes was triggered. Each identification pair has the form (OriginID,
QueryID), where OriginID is the identification number of the sensor in which the respective to the
region query was submitted and QueryID is the identification number of that query.
* OriginID: This field contains the node which triggered the procedure to find its remaining tier-i
nodes.
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* SenderID: This is the sender of the packet. Initially, it is the same as OriginID but the JOIN_ RE-
QUEST message go across multiple hops and this field contains the node which sent the particular
packet on the link.
* ReceiverList: This is a list of sensor identification numbers and contains the sensors which this
packet addresses. In a wireless network, the packets are broadcast to all outgoing links. So, it is
better to use one packet for all the 1-hop neighbors. In most cases, this packet does not address
all the 1-hop neighbors but just a subset of them. This field contains the subset of neighbors that
this packet refers to. The recipients are listed in order of increasing sensor identification number.
The number of recipients of the JOIN-REQUEST messages depends on the number of outgoing
links that have not been traversed by JOINREQUEST messages for this particular region. More
specifically, if a sensor has neighbors ni, n2,..., nk, a JOINREQUEST message comes from the
sensor ni and JOINREQUEST messages have been received from the sensors n,m, nm2, ... , nm,,
then this particular sensor is going to send a JOIN-REQUEST message with recipients all nj, such
that j i and j nmq, 1 < q < .
* PathID: This is the identification sequence for the path that reached the sender of the packet. If
the sender of the packet is the origin of the JOINREQUEST message, this field is NULL. Note that
the path that the packet follows is not stored in this field, because the packet may have multiple
recipients and the path that arrives at each one of them has a different identification sequence. All
those sequences are siblings in the path tree and their parent is stored in the PathID field, if the
sender of the packet is not the origin of the JOIN-REQUEST message.
* TargetList: This field contains the identification numbers of the sensors that are sought through
the procedure of finding the remaining tier-is.
A JOINREQUEST packet could contain the accumulated cost from the origin down to the node
that the packet has reached, which is the cost of the path that the packet follows. In fact, there is no
need to do so, as the cost information should be transferred to the origin and thus, the JOINANSWER
messages are going to contain cost information in any case. There is no need to communicate this
information twice.
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5.9.2 Information about paths maintained in sensors
SYMPHONY's operation requires that every sensor maintains some pieces of information, that enables
the construction of the regions. This information is exchanged among the sensors and is used to construct
the aggregation tree and determine the low cost paths that the network has.
As it has been discussed, each link is traversed by exactly one JOINREQUEST in any direction.
So, every node has to keep the outgoing links which have been traversed by JOINREQUEST messages.
Also, it has to keep pointers to the sensor which sent the JOINREQUEST message in order to know how
to route packets to the origin through the various paths. The pointers towards the origin are stored in the
table UpPathTa.ble (RegionID, OriginID, PathID, SensorID). Each entry (RegionID, OriginID,
PathID, SensorID) in this table contains the identification number SensorID of the sensor that the path
which has identification sequence PathID, is member of the region RegionID and has origin OriginID
visited before arriving to the node that stores UpPathTable. Each JOINREQUEST message that arrives
at a node adds a new entry in UpPathTable. The entries in UpPathTable are kept in the order that they
were inserted. So, the first entry which has a certain RegionID corresponds to the first JOINREQUEST
message of this region that arrived.
Moreover, each node needs to keep pointers towards the sensors to which it sent JOINREQUEST
messages. Those pointers are used to route packets to the tier-is. They are stored in DownPathTable
(RegionID, OriginID, PathID, SensorID, Answer, PathTree, PathCost, PathDiscovery).
There is all entry in DownPathTable for each path that left the node that contains this table. In
each entry, PathID is the identification sequence of the path, RegionID the region to which it belongs
and OriginID its origin. SensorID is the identification number of the sensor to which this path leads.
The field Answer can either be YES, NO or PENDING. It is PENDING if the path that the entry
represents has not, responded back with a JOINANSWER that states the participating nodes or other
paths this path found. It is YES if the path has responded back with a JOINANSWER and has
found some participating node or some other path and it is NO if the path has responded back with a
JOINANSWER stating that it has not found anything.
The field PathTree contains an encoding of the path tree that the path generated. As was discussed
earlier, a path can be divided into multiple paths, which can also be divided recursively. This leads to
the formation of a tree structure for the path. The root of the tree contains the identification sequence
of the path that originates this tree. We do not need to store this identification sequence in PathTree,
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since it is already stored in PathID. All the other nodes do not need to contain the whole identification
sequence of the paths that they represent, since all paths have the identification sequence stored in
PathID as a common prefix. The identification sequence of a path represented by a node in PathTree
is the concatenation of PathID and the numbers that are stored in the path from the root to that node
in PathTree. Thus, all nodes except from the root contain only one number. If the root of this tree
represents the path with identification sequence (rl, r 2,..., r,n) and the path from the root to a node in
the tree goes through nodes with numbers tl, t2, ... , t,, then the path which is represented by this node
is (rl, r2,... , rn, t, t2, · · · , tm). Note that tl is the number assigned to the child of root that belongs to
the path.
The PathTree field needs to encode the tree structure and the numbers assigned to each node. It is a
list of numbers and the special symbols T and . The numbers of the nodes in the tree are mentioned in
a depth first search sequence. While browsing the field, the current level in the tree is kept to determine
in which level the sensor mentioned belongs. Initially, the level is 0 and after browsing all the field the
level is 0 again. The symbol increases the level by 1 and the symbol T decreases the level by 1. As was
mentioned earlier, the root is not mentioned in the sequence. All sensors mentioned between a T or 
and a T or L belong to the same level and they are siblings, as the sensors are mentioned in depth first
search order.
As the root is not mentioned, the list starts by mentioning I and then the number of the first in
the order child of the root. If a number is not followed by a special symbol, then the node which is
associated with the following number is at the same level as the node associated by the current number.
If a number is followed by , then the node associated with the next number is one level higher than the
previous one. Similarly, if a number is followed by i, the next node is one level lower than the previous
one. It is possible that a node is followed by more than one . Every node that is not followed by a 1
is a leaf in that tree. Note that we assume that initially the "current level" is the level of the root. It is
also important to notice that in the end of the sequence the "current level" for the tree traversal should
be the level of the root. So, once the last node of the tree is mentioned, we have to enter as many T's as
they are required to reach the level of the root. This assumption makes the merging of PathTree fields
easier.
For example, let us assume the tree structure in Figure 5.5. It would be represented by the sequence
[, 1,1, ,1, , 3,,1, 2, T, , 2, , 1, 2, , ]. Notice that all siblings are in increasing order but some
number might be skipped in this order. This is caused by a path that was rejected, as it did not find
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any participating node or other path.
Figure 5.5: Path Tree Example
The field PathCost describes the costs of the paths that are members of the path tree described in
the field PathTree. More specifically, it does not contain the cost of the whole path but the cost from
the node where the parent of this path ended until the node where this path ends. For example, if
(pl,P2, -,Pn-, Pn) is the identification sequence for the path, the field PathCost contains its cost from
the node where (Pl,P2, ... Pn-1) ends until the node where (Pl,p2, .,Pn-,Pn) ends, as shown in 5.6.
It contains a cost; for every node of the path tree. It is a list of the costs of the nodes mentioned in
the field PathTree. The order that the costs are mentioned is the same with the order that the nodes
are mentioned in PathTree. The first cost in the list of PathCost is the cost for the root of the paths
tree, which is the path mentioned in the PathID field. The i-th cost in the PathCost field is the cost
associated with the path that is represented by the (i - 1)-th number in the PathTree field, 2 < i < n,
where n is the number of costs in PathCost.
For example, the PathCost field for the path tree described in Figure 5.5 would be [finalcost ((2, 1,3)),
finalcost ((2, 1, .3, 1)), finalcost ((2, 1,3, 1, 1)), finalcost ((2, 1, 3, 1, 1, 1)), finalcost ((2, 1,3, 1, 3)),
finalcost ((2, 1, 3, 1, 3, 1)), finalcost ((2,1, 3, 1,3, 2)), finalcost ((2,1, 3, 2)), finalcost ((2,1,3, 2,1)),
finalcost ((2, 1, 3, 2, 2))]. The function finalcost (p) returns the cost of the path that starts at the end
of p's parent path and ends at the end of path p.
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<--- > cost representing
path (p[l], p[2], ..., p[n-l]) path (p[l], p[2], ..., p[n-l], p[n])
in PathCost field
path (p[l], p[2], ..., pin-l], p[n])
Figure 5.6: Path costs entered in PathCost field
The field PathDiscovery contains the participating nodes or other paths that the paths described by
the tree structure in the field PathTree discovered. Only paths that are represented by leaves in the
path tree have reached participating nodes or other paths. Paths that are internal nodes in the path
tree have been divided. This means that they did not find any participating node. Also, a path that
finds another path is not the first path accessing the node where they met. So, it is not going to be
divided and it will be a leaf in the path tree.
A path that is a leaf in the path tree was not divided. This means that it either found a participating
node, which is a tier-i or another path. It cannot be a path that rejected, because such paths are
removed from the path tree in the merging process. Thus, all the leaves in the path tree described in
the PathTree field are representing paths that reached some participating sensor or another path.
The field PathDiscovery is a sequence of sensor identification numbers, path identification numbers
and the special entities SENSOR, PATH, YES and NO. Those entities should have a special order.
There are two kinds of groups of elements in PathDiscovery. The first one represents a sensor and is the
entity SENSOR followed by a sensor identification number and one of the entities YES or NO. The third
entity in such a group which can be YES or NO declares if the the tier-1 was found for the first time,
in which case it is YES or the tier-1 has been already found, in which case it is NO. The second group
represents a path and is the entity PATH followed by a sequence of path identification numbers, which
form a path identification sequence. The PathDiscovery field consists of some number of those groups
of elements. Every group of element corresponds to a leaf in the path tree and declares the tier-1 sensor
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or the path that the corresponding path found. The order that those groups are mentioned is the same
with the order that the corresponding leaves appear in the field PathTree.
For example, the PathDiscovery field for the path tree in Figure 5.5 would be [SENSOR, 12, SENSOR,
17, PATH, 3, 1, 1. SENSOR, 11, SENSOR, 7], if path (2, 1,3, 1, 1, 1) found sensor with id 12, path (2, 1,3,
1, 3, 1) found sensor with id 17, path (2, 1, 3, 1, 3, 2) found path (3, 1, 1), path (2, 1, 3, 2, 1) found sensor
with id 11 and path (2, 1,3, 2, 2) found sensor with id 7.
5.9.3 Keeping information about the discovery tree
Each node keeps information about the subtree of the discovery tree that has root itself. This information
is kept in the OverlayNetwork (RegionID, Structure, Cost) table. The field Structure encodes the
structure and the nodes of the tree and the field Cost the cost of its links. The encoding used in Structure
is similar to the one used in the PathTree field of DownPathTable. The difference is that except from
the edges of the tree, there might be additional edges between a node in the tree and another node,
which might or might not be in the tree. These edges are useful for tier-i nodes that have been already
discovered. The field RegionID contains the identification pair of the region for which the path tree was
constructed.
Unlike the PathTree field, the root of the tree is mentioned here and it is the node which keeps
the OverlayNetwc)rk table. The notion of the "current level" is again used. "Current level" is 0 in the
beginning and the end of the field's browsing. The symbol is used to increase the level and the symbol
T to decrease the level. The nodes are mentioned in depth first search order. The special symbol - is
used to declare the additional links to the subtree. So, if a node x has tier-is t 1, t2 , . ., t, which have
been already discovered, the part of the Structure field declaring this fact would be x - t - - ...
-- + tn.
The field Cost, is a list of numbers representing costs. It mentions the costs of the edges of the
subtree. The order with which the costs are mentioned is the order with which the edges would have
been visited if the tree was traversed using the depth first search algorithm. Of course, in the depth
first search algorithm the edges are visited twice, but in the Cost subfield the cost is mentioned for the
first traversal of each edge. The cost of the additional edges are mentioned just after the node of the
tree from which they start is visited in the depth first search algorithm. They are mentioned with the
same order that the corresponding edges are mentioned in the Structure subfield. Generally, for every l,
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every last T of consecutive 's, every sensor identification number not followed by a special symbol and
every - in the Structure subfield, we have an edge and thus, a cost in the Cost subfield.
For example, consider the subtree of Figure 5.7. This is going to be represented by a field OverlayNet-
work having Structure [1 , 2, , 4, -, 6, -+, 7, 5, , 3, -, 9, , 6, 1, 7, 8, , , T] and Cost [cost(l - 2),
cost(2 -- 4), cost(4 - 6), cost(4 - 7), cost(2 - 5), cost( - 3), cost(3 -- 9), cost(3 -* 6), cost(6 - 7),
cost(6 -, 8)].
- o0
Figure 5.7: A subtree of the overlay network
5.9.4 Using JOIN-REQUEST messages to find tier-is
Each node that wants to find the remaining of its tier-1 nodes sends a JOINREQUEST packet. This
packet travels in the network and is replicated, if there are many alternatives to choose. It is sent through
all links that have not been traversed by any other JOIN-REQUEST packet for the same region.
The wireless media is such that when a node transmits something, then, all its neighbors can hear it.
Since the JOINREQUEST messages that a node sends are sent to some of its neighbors, we can send
one JOINREQUEST message for all the neighbor recipients. Each JOINREQUEST message belongs
to a different path but all the paths have the same parent path. The parent of those paths is stored in the
PathID field. The full path identification sequence for every recipient is determined by the ReceiverList
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field. So, the path identification sequence for the i-th recipient mentioned in the ReceiverList field is the
path identification sequence mentioned in PathID concatenated with i. If there is only one recipient in
ReceiverList, the path identification sequence for the recipient is the same as the one stored in PathID.
The initial JOINREQUEST message sent by a node that wants to find its tier-Is has the PathID field
NULL. Its Origin-[D field contains its own identification number and so does the SenderID. The RegionID
field contains the identification pair of the region. The ReceiverList field contains the identification
numbers of its neighbors, which haven't sent it JOINREQUEST messages, in increasing order. Of
course, the Type field is equal to JOINREQUEST.
The TargetList field contains the identification number of the sensors that are candidates for being
discovered by the procedure to find the remaining tier-is. These identification numbers are stored in the
table DiscoveryCandidates (RegionID, TargetID), which is maintained in every sensor. Each entry
contains a sensor with identification number TargetID which is a participating member of the region
with identification pair RegionID and has not yet been found. To find the candidates for a specific
region we have to select all entries having the corresponding RegionID. In this way, the list to store in
the TargetList field is constructed. The entries regarding a specific region are entered into the table
when each node receives a FINDTIER1 message. The administrator of the region inserts entries with
all the nodes that participate in the query except for itself at the beginning of SYMPHONY's operation.
5.9.5 Receiving a JOIN_REQUEST message
Once a sensor receives a JOINREQUEST message, it checks the TargetList field. If it finds itself in
it, it is a participating node for the region that it corresponds to. It stores this information in the
Regions(RegionID, Role) table. This table keeps the sensor's current relationship status within
the regions that it is associated with. Each entry in this table contains the identification number
for some region and the role that the sensor has in that region. Participating members of a region
are the sensors that measure attributes which take part in the aggregation. Connecting members are
sensors that belong to the aggregate tree but are not participating members. Connecting members are
used to span the participating members. Thus, the role of a sensor can either be PARTICIPATING,
CONNECTING or CANDIDATE. If a participating node receives a JOINREQUEST it is sure that
it will be in the region, so it adds an entry stating this fact in the Regions table. If some other node
receives a JOINR'EQUEST, it inserts an entry stating that it is a candidate for becoming a connecting
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node. It will become a connecting node if a path that traverses it is reinforced in the final stage of the
algorithm.
In addition, each sensor maintains the table ParentTable (RegionID, ParentID), which contains
all the pairs (RegionlD, ParentlD) such that the sensor with identification number ParentID is the parent
of the sensor which maintains the table in the discovery tree. This means that the sensor ParentID found
the node which maintains ParentTable first while trying to find the "remaining" of its tier-i nodes. The
remaining tier-1 nodes are the nodes which have not yet accomplished the procedure to find their tier-
Is, as was stated before. So, when a participating node receives a JOINREQUEST message for the
first time, it adds the sensor stored in the OriginID field in the ParentTable. This is because OriginID
discovered it first and thus, it is its parent in the discovery tree. If there exists an entry for the region
in ParentTable, the sensor has already been visited by a JOINREQUEST and thus, the sensor with
identification number OriginID is not the parent of the node in the discovery tree.
If a node that receives a JOINREQUEST message does not find itself in the TargetList, it has to
propagate this message further. So, it sends a new JOIN-REQUEST packet which has all nodes that
have not sent it a JOINREQUEST as recipients. It can check this by browsing the UpPathTable, which
contains all paths that arrived at this node. It adds all those nodes that have not sent a JOIN-REQUEST
to the ReceiverList of the new packet in increasing order according to their identification number.
5.9.6 The structure of JOINANSWER packets
If a node that receives a JOIN-REQUEST message finds itself in the TargetList, then it needs to trigger
the response back part of the procedure of finding the remaining tier-is. The JOINANSWER messages
have the following fields:
* Type: Contains the type of the packet, which is JOINANSWER.
* RegionID: Contains the identification pair of the region for which the packet is sent.
* OriginID: Contains the final destination of this message. It is the node which requested to find
its tier-is and triggered the discovery of the paths.
* SenderID: Contains the direct sender of the message.
* ReceiverID: Contains the direct receiver of the message.
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* PathID: Contains the path identification sequence of the path the message follows. The message
follows this path until it finds the end of the parent path of PathID. If multiple paths converge
in some node, then this field contains the path identification sequence for the path that produced
those paths which converged. This is a prefix of the identification sequences of all paths that
converged at this node.
* PathTree: Each JOINANSWER carries the discovery results of the set of paths belonging to
a path tree. The encoding of this path tree is stored here. The encoding is the same as in
the PathTree field of DownPathTable. If the paths that JOINANSWER represents did not find
anything, or in other words they have been rejected, this field is NULL.
* PathCost: This field contains the cost of the path tree that this JOINANSWER represents. The
encoding is the same as in the PathCost field of DownPathTable. Again, if the represented paths
have been rejected, the field is NULL.
* PathDiscovery: This field contains the discovery results of the path tree that the JOINANSWER
message represents. The encoding is the same as the one in the PathDiscovery field of
DownPathTl'able. As with the other two fields that refer to the represented paths, this field is
NULL if those paths have been rejected.
As discussed earlier, once a participating node receives a JOINREQUEST message, it needs to send
a JOINANSWER message back to the origin of the procedure that found it. The Type of this packet is,
of course, JOINANSWER. The RegionID is the same as the one of the JOINREQUEST message, as
well as the OriginID, which is the node which found the sensor as one of its tier-is. The PathID is also
the same as the PathID of the JOINREQUEST message. The field ReceiverID contains the receiver
of the message. Unlike JOINREQUEST messages, JOINANSWER messages have a single recipient in
all cases. The ReceiverID is found from the UpPathTable. The participating sensor finds the path that
arrived to it in this table and the field SensorID declares the sensor from which this path came. Thus,
the JOINANSWER message should be sent to that sensor.
The PathTree field contains NULL, as the path tree contains only the currenly followed path and
this is not included in the PathTree field. The PathCost field contains the cost of the link to the
sensor stored in the ReceiverID field. Each sensor maintains the table NeighborTable (NeighborID,
Cost). This table associates the neighbors of a sensor with the cost of the link that connects them to
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this sensor. Every entry is a pair (NeighborID, Cost). The participating sensor that needs to generate
the JOINANSWER message finds the cost to the sensor with identification number ReceiverID in this
table.
The field PathDiscovery contains [SENSOR, ID, YES], where ID is the identification number of the
sensor that sends the message, if the sensor was discovered for the first time and [SENSOR, ID, NO], if the
sensor had been already discovered by same other sensor. This can be checked by using the ParentTable.
If sensor with identification number ID is in ParentTable for the region that is constructed, then the
sensor is found for the first time. Otherwise, the sensor was already found by some other sensor in the
past.
Figure 5.8 shows the finding tier-is procedure for a network graph. As we observe, path (1, 1) found
node y and path (2, 2) found node z. Path (2, 1) stopped because it found path (1). The JOINANSWER
messages are transmitted in the opposite direction to the one followed by the JOINANSWER messages,
as Figure 5.9 shows.
(1,1
(1,1)
(2,2)
Figure 5.8: Procedure of finding tier-is
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JOlt
Figure 5.9: The results from finding the tier-is are propagated back
5.9.7 The problem of sending a JOIN_REQUEST in both directions
There is a problem in ensuring that each link should be traversed only once by a JOINREQUEST
message in any direction. Consider the example described by Figure 5.10. Node x receives a
JOINREQUEST for the first time and sends another one to all of its neighbors except the one that
sent it the JOINREQUEST . So, x's JOINREQUEST is also sent to y. The same situation occurs
with node y, so y sends a JOINREQUEST to x. Note that when x receives the first JOINREQUEST
it inserts the JOINREQUEST that it will send to the queue of packets that are going to be sent by
the MAC layer protocol. At this point of time it does not know that y will send it a JOINREQUEST
too. The same will happen with y. The two JOINREQUEST messages are not going to be sent
simultaneously because they are going to collide in this case.
Let us assume that the JOINREQUEST from x to y is transmitted successfully first. When y
receives it, it has already inserted its own JOINREQUEST in the queue of the MAC layer protocol, so
it is going to send it too, unless we give the SYMPHONY protocol layer access to the queue of the MAC
layer. To avoid doing this, we let y send its JOINREQUEST to x too.
It is clear that one of the two JOINREQUEST messages should be rejected. We determine that the
one which will be forwarded is the one sent by the sensor with the smallest identification number. Let
us assume that x < y. So, node x should reject the JOINREQUEST that it receives from y.
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JOINREQUEST
JOINREQUEST
Figure 5.10: A JOINREQUEST sent in both directions of a link
Note that JOINREQUEST messages that are sent in both directions are not going to be the first
JOINREQUEST messages that the recipients will get. This is because the recipients have already sent
a JOIN-REQUEST message, which corresponds the path going in the opposite direction, and thus, they
have been discovered by a JOINREQUEST. So, when a node receives a JOINREQUEST which is not
the first that it comes to it, it has to compare the identification number of the sender with its own
identification number. It knows that it has also sent a JOINREQUEST to the sender or it is going to
do so and that one of the two JOINREQUEST messages is going to be rejected.
In the case that its own identification number is smaller than the identification number of the sender,
it rejects the JOINREQUEST which the sender sent to it. In the case that its own identification number
is larger, it rejects the JOINREQUEST that it sent to the sender by assuming that the path across this
link rejected. Note that if the sensor rejects the JOINREQUEST from the sender, then, the sender is
also going to assume that the path that it sent was rejected by running the same algorithm.
This mechanism ensures that if a path traverses a link in one direction then the same link will not
be traversed in the opposite direction by another path. Of course, a link cannot be traversed by the
another path in the same direction.
5.9.8 Paths cannot form cycles in SYMPHONY
SYMPHONY protocol is designed in such a way that it is impossible for a path to form a cycle. Let us
consider a path p that arrives at a sensor n. If p is not the first path arriving at that sensor, then, the
path will stop there, so it will not be able to revisit n. If p is the first path arriving at sensor n, then it
will send JOINREQUEST messages to all the neighbors of n except the one that it came from.
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Let us assume the path (p, e), which goes to the neighbor n[l] of n. In order to have some extension
of (p, e) revisit n. it should go through some neighbor n[2] of n first. But some extension (p, r) of p went
to n[2]. The path arrived there with the same JOINREQUEST that (p, e) arrived to n[l]. So, (p, e)
arrived to n[l] at the same time that (p, r) arrived to n[2]. This means that any extension of (p, e) will
arrive at n[2] after (p, r). So, the extension of (p, e) that will arrive at n[2] will not be the first one to
arrive there, it will stop at n[2] and it will not be able to revisit n.
In this way, it has been proved that paths cannot form cycles in the SYMPHONY protocol. Figure
5.11 illustrates this fact.
(p,e,q)
I
(p,e) and (p,r)
arrive (p,e,q) arrivesI_
Figure 5.11: A path cannot revisit some node
5.9.9 Finding another path
A path that, is not, the first one which arrives at a node must stop there and declare that it found the first
path that arrived there. The first path that arrived is the first entry in UpPathTable that has the same
RegionID and OriginID with the ones of the JOINREQUEST that arrived. Let p be that path. Then,
the node has to propagate back a JOINANSWER stating that this path was found. The packet is quite
similar to the packet sent back if a participating sensor is found. The difference is in the PathDiscovery
field, which will be set to [PATH,p], namely it will have a group of elements representing a path and
p arrives
-
-
* 
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not a sensor.
5.9.10 Receiving JOIN_ANSWER messages
Once a JOINANSWER message arrives at a node, the recipient has to process the information about
the path tree that it represents. First of all, it checks the OriginID field. If its own id stored there, then,
it does not have to propagate the message further. Otherwise, it has to propagate the message towards
the OriginID.
The field PathID contains the path that arrived at the node. The node must determine if the path
with identification sequence PathID was "generated" at itself. This means that the parent path of it
stopped at the node which received the JOINANSWER. If the path was "generated" at this node, its
path tree has to be added in the DownPathTable and the node should wait for all of its siblings in the
path tree to answer, in order to propagate a JOINANSWER back.
First of all, the node inserts the PathTree, PathCost and PathDiscovery fields of the packet in
the DownPathTable entry that corresponds to path PathiD. If all the fields PathTree, PathCost and
PathDiscovery are NULL, then the Answer field is set to NO. In the opposite case, the Answer field is
set to YES.
In order to check if at this point the sensor should send a JOINANSWER back or it should do this
later, it should collect all the entries in DownPathTable that correspond to the packet's RegionlD and
OriginID. All the corresponding paths are going to have the same parent path. If there is only one entry,
then, PathID was not "generated" at this node. Otherwise, PathID was "generated" at this node.
If there is only one entry in DownPathTable having the packet's RegionlD and OriginID, then,
the neighbor from which the path that has identification sequence the packet's PathID is found in
UpPathTable. A JOINANSWER is sent to this neighbor. The PathCost field is updated by adding
to its first element the cost of the link to that neighbor. The first element of PathCost represents the
accumulated cost of PathID.
If there are multiple entries and at least one of them has the Answer field PENDING, then, the
JOINANSWER is going to be sent later. If all the Answer fields are NO, then, a JOINANSWER that
declares path rejection is sent. The PathID of the JOINANSWER is the parent path of all the entries
that were collected from DownPathTable. If all the Answer fields are YES or NO and at least one of
them is YES, then, the path trees that they represent are merged. The JOINANSWER that is created
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represents the parent path for all those paths and it is sent to the neighbor from which it came. This
information is found in UpPathTable.
5.9.11 Finding shortest paths to the discovered tier-is
If the node that receives the JOINANSWER is the same as the one stored in OriginID, it has to check
all the entries in DownPathTable corresponding to the packet's RegionID and OriginID. If all of them
have Answer fields equal to YES or NO, then, the procedure of finding the tier-is has finished. The
sensor can merge all the path trees to construct the path tree that corresponds to the part of the network
graph that connects it to its tier-is.
The origin will not be able to reconstruct the whole graph but the part that will be reconstructed
suffices to compute the shortest paths between the origin and its tier-is and between all pairs of tier-is.
The graph that will be constructed is the original network graph without some of the nodes that have less
than two outgoing edges. For example, figure 5.12 shows how the network graph might be reconstructed
in a particular case.
Figure 5.12: Reconstruction of the network graph
We will now get into detail on how the graph is reconstructed. As we mentioned, the origin of the
procedure that finds the tier-1 sensors constructs the path tree for all paths that were created during
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this procedure. The root of the path is the empty identification sequence (), since it is the parent for all
paths. Then, some nodes of this tree are merged into one. More specifically, if in the PathDiscovery field
of this path tree path p[l] declares that it has met path p[2], then the nodes that correspond to p[1] and
p[2] merge into a single node named p[2]. In this way, the tree turns into a graph. The same procedure
is done for all paths that have discovered other paths. The resulting graph is the reconstruction of the
initial graph. Figure 5.13 shows how the procedure works. Note that the edges which are going to be
removed and be merged with others are leaves of the tree because they correspond to paths that found
other paths and stopped. For every node removed, an edge is also removed and another edge is added.
The added edges span the parent of the removed node with the node in which the merging was done.
The added edges are marked bold in figure 5.13.
Figure 5.13: Reconstruction of the graph using the path tree
Every edge in the original path tree connects a path with its parent path. This corresponds to
the route from the end of the parent path until the end of this path. Thus, this route is going to be
represented by an edge in the recontructed network graph. Also, each node that has more than two
outgoing links, is going to divide the path that it finds it. So, the path which reached it first is going to
end at this point. This means that the node that represents this path in the path tree is also going to
represent the sensor in the reconstructed graph. If some path meets another one, then they are going to
represent the same node. That is why they are merged.
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We need to identify the origin and the tier-is in the reconstructed graph. The origin is the node
which is marked () and the tier-is are the nodes which represented the paths that first reached the
tier-is.
The origin can use the reconstructed graph and Dijkstra's algorithm to compute the shortest paths
between itself and its tier-is, as well as the shortest paths between all pairs of tier-is. The shortest paths
are stored in the table ShortestPathTable (RegionID, OriginID, DestinationID, Path, Cost).
Each entry contains the shortest path from the sensor with identification number OriginlD to the sensor
with identification number DestinationID using path identification sequences discovered for region with
identification pair RegionlD.
The field Path contains a list of edges in the reconstructed graph which lead from the OriginID node
to the DestinationID node. Each edge is represented by a pair of elements. The first element represents
a path. So, it is a group of numbers that form the identification sequence of the path. The second
element can be one of the special entities UP or DOWN. Let us assume that we want to traverse the
edge from the node corresponding to path p to the node corresponding to path (p, e). Then, we will add
[(p, e), DOWN] in the Path field. Note that [(p, e), DOWN] does not identify the edge that we are going
to traverse, but at each point we know the node where we are positioned. So, given that we know we
are on the node corresponding to p and we would like to follow path (p, e) in the downwards direction,
we know which edge to follow. Let us assume that we want to traverse the same edge in the opposite
direction. Then, we have to add [(p, e), UP] in the Path field. So, when we see the group [(p, e), UP]
in the Path field we follow the path (p, e) in the upwards direction until we reach the end of the parent
path, which is p.
The new edges that are inserted because of the merging of nodes are represented using the paths
which merge. It is clear that when we reconstruct the network graph at the origin, we have to assign
a group of elements to this edge. Generally, the edge that leads from path p to path (p, e) is assigned
the group of numbers that belong to the identification sequence (p, e). The new edges that are added
because of merging are assigned the numbers of the identification sequence of the path that is removed.
When we find the shortest path between two nodes a and b, we find the contents of the field Path in the
corresponding entry in ShortestPathTable as follows: For each edge that we traverse in the downwards
direction, we add [p, DOWN] to the Path field. For each edge that we traverse in the upwards direction,
we add [p, UP] to the Path field. The field Cost contains the cost of this path, which can be calculated
as the sum of the costs of all edges.
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Let us assume that a Path field is read and we would like to determine which path will be followed.
First of all, the entities in the path will be divided into groups, such that each group ends with the
entity UP or the entity DOWN. Each group contains some numbers followed by UP or DOWN. Let p
be the path identification sequence that comprises of those numbers. So, each group is a pair (p, UP)
or (p, DOWN). Those pairs are mapped to edges of the reconstructed graph in the way that was
described. Thus, using the Path field we can determine which path to follow.
For example, consider the path that goes from A to B in figure 5.13. It is going to be rep-
resented by the Path field [1,DOWN, 1,3, DOWN, 2, 1,UP]. Note that we could use the Path field
[1, 3, DOWN, 2, 1, UP] and refer to the same path.
In addition, the sensor adds the tier-is found in the FoundTierlTable (RegionlD, TierlID,
FoundFirst, Answer). Each entry contains the identification number of the tier-1 that was found.
The field FoundFirst can either be YES or NO and determines if the sensor discovered the tier-1 for the
first time. The field Answer is SCHEDULED if the FINDTIER1 message has not been sent to that
tier-1, PENDING if the FINDTIER1 message has been sent but the FOUNDTIER1 message has not
been received and IN if the FOUNDTIER1 message has been received.
5.10 Synchronization of the finding tier-is procedures
The participating nodes should cooperate in finding their tier-is. They should be able to combine the
results that each one found. The procedures should be synchronized and should lead to the formation
of the discovery tree. The discovery tree consists of the participating sensors. A link from a parent to a
child in the discovery tree declares that the parent first found the child. The discovery of tier-is is carried
out in depth first order. If a participating sensor is found for more than one times, additional links are
added. The discovery tree together with those additional links, which declare that a participating sensor
was discovered again, form the overlay graph of the participating sensors.
5.10.1 Establishing the shortest paths
The shortest paths between participating nodes should be embedded into the network in order to avoid
using the Path field description of the ShortestPathTable. The table ShortestPathDirection (Re-
gionID, DestinationlD, DirectionID) maintains the direction which should be followed in order
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to be on the shortest path towards a destination. Each entry (RegionID, DestinationID, DirectionID)
states that in order to follow the shortest path towards the destination DestinationID, we have to go
to the neighbor with identification number DirectionID. This table is filled with information about the
shortest paths by the FINDTIER1 messages' travelling throughout the network.
5.10.2 Organizing the formation of the discovery tree
Once the origin of a finding tier-is procedure is informed about the results of the search, it has to take
the actions that will resume the formation of the discovery tree. First of all, it has to send FINDTIER1
messages to all of the tier-is which it discovered for the first time. It does this procedure sequentially.
It orders the set of the tier-is found for the first time in increasing identification number. It can find
them in FoundTierlTable. It sends a FINDTIER1 message to the first of the tier-is. Then, it waits
for a response with a FOUNDTIER1 message from it. It then sends a FINDTIER1 message to the
second in the order sensor. The same procedure is repeated until all the tier-is of this set have replied
with a FOUNDTIER1 message. Then, the sensor sends a FOUNDTIER1 message to the sensor which
sent the FINDTIER1 message to itself. The same procedure repeats until the root of the aggregate
tree, which is the administrator of the region, receives all FOUNDTIER1 messages from the nodes to
which it has sent FINDTIER1 messages. Figure 5.14 shows an example on how the algorithm works in
a particular discovery tree.
5.10.3 Structure of the FIND_TIER1 packets
Each FINDTIER1 packet has the following fields:
* Type: Contains the type of the packet, which is FINDTIER1.
* RegionID: Contains the identification pair of the region for which the packet is sent.
* OriginID: Contains the identification number of the sensor that triggers the finding tier-is pro-
cedure.
* DestinationID: Contains the identification number of the sensor that is asked to find its tier-is.
* SenderID: Contains the direct sender of the message.
* ReceiverID: Contains the direct receiver of the message.
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FINDTIER1 I
FOUND_TIER1 2
Figure 5.14: Propagation of FINDTIERI and FOUNDTIER1 messages
* Path: Contains the path that the packet should follow. The encoding used is the same as in Path
field of ShortestPathTable.
* TargetList: Contains a list of sensor identification numbers. They are the sensors that will be
candidates for tier-is in the tier-1 procedure that the final recipient of the FINDTIER1 will trigger.
Each sensor that wants to trigger one of its children in the discovery tree to find their tier-i messages
sends a FINDTIER1 message with OriginID itself and DestinationID of the sensor which should find its
tier-is. It removes the sensor with identification number DestinationID from the DiscoveryCandidates
table. The nodes inserted in TargetList are the ones in DiscoveryCandidates which correspond to the
relevant region. Initially, the administrator of the region inserts all participating nodes except for itself
into the DiscoveryCandidates table. The Path field is set to the Path field in ShortestPathTable that
corresponds to the packet's OriginID and DestinationID.
The field Path is used to route the FINDTIER1 message hop by hop. Each node finds the first
group of elements in this field. This is a pair of a path p and UP or DOWN. If the direction is UP,
the node searches for p in UpPathTable and routes the packet to the sensor that this table points.
Otherwise, it uses DownPathTable. The routing is done by setting the ReceiverID to the appropriate
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sensor identification number. If the path is not found in UpPathTable or DownPathTable, then, the
path has ended. So, we have to continue with the path in the second group of elements in the Path field.
In the FINDTIER1 packet that will be sent, the first group of elements in the Path field is removed.
Each node that sends a FINDTIER1 message has to update the ShortestPathDirection table. More
specifically, it adds the entry (RegionID, DestinationID, ReceiverID) to this table, where RegionID,
DestinationID and ReceiverID are the fields of the FINDTIER1 message. In this way the pointers
towards DestinationID are established. In addition, the pointers towards the opposite direction, namely
the pointers towards OriginID, should be established. Each node that receives a FINDTIER1 packet
adds the entry (RegionID, OriginID, SenderID) to ShortestPathDirection table. In this way, packets can
also be routed across the shortest path towards the OriginID.
When a sensor receives a FINDTIER1 packet and realizes that the field DestinationID contains
its own identification number, it adds all the nodes that are present in the TargetList into its own
DiscoveryCandidates field and it starts the procedure of finding its tier-is.
5.10.4 Structure of the FOUND_TIER1 packets
The FOUNDTIER1 packets are used as responses to the FINDTIER1 requests that a sensor sends to
the tier-is that it has discovered. They are sent by a sensor to its parent in the discovery tree and they
have the following structure:
* Type: Contains the type of the packet, which is FOUNDTIER1.
* RegionID: Contains the identification pair of the region for which the packet is sent.
* OriginID: Contains the identification number of the sensor that responds to its parent in the
discovery tree.
* DestinationID: Contains the identification number of the origin's parent in the discovery tree.
This is the final recipient of the message.
* SenderID: Contains the direct sender of the message.
* ReceiverII): Contains the direct receiver of the message.
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* OverlayStructure: Contains the encoding of the overlay network that the sensor stored in
OriginID has discovered. This is the subtree of OriginID with some additional edges. The en-
coding is the same as the one used in the Structure field of the OverlayNetwork table that all
nodes keep.
* OverlayCost: Contains the costs of the edges in the graph described in OverlayStructure. The
encoding is the same as in the field Cost of the OverlayNetwork table.
When a sensor receives the JOINANSWER with the results of the procedure of finding its tier-
is, it initiates the OverlayNetwork table. If the sensors al, a2 , ... , a were discovered as tier-is but
had been already discovered by other sensors as well, the entry (RegionID, [m, -*, al, -, a2, -,...,- 
a,], [cost(al), cost(a 2 ),. ,cost(an)]) is added to the OverlayNetwork table. RegionID
is the identification pair of the region, m is the sensor which keeps the table and cost(ai) is the cost of
the shortest path to sensor ai, 1 < i < n.
Once a FOUNDTIER1 message is received, this entry of the OverlayNetwork table is updated by
the subtree that the packet carries. If it is the first FOUNDTIER1 received, the Structure field is
set to the concatenation of its old value, the symbol and the OverlayStructure field of the packet.
If it is not the first FOUNDTIER1 received, the Structure field is set to the concatenation of its old
value and the OverlayStructure field. If it is the last FOUNDTIER1 received, this field is set to the
concatenation of its old value, the OverlayStructure field of the packet and the symbol T. Of course, if
only one FOUNDTIER1 is received, both and T symbols are inserted.
In addition, once a FOUNDTIER1 message is received all the sensors mentioned in the
OverlayStructure field are removed from the DiscoveryCandidates table. In this way, this table
contains the sensors which remain to be discovered in this subtree of the discovery tree.
There is a fact which each sensor should take into consideration when it incorporates the overlay
network information that it gets from its children in the path discovery tree, namely the possibility that
its parent might have discovered a path from it to one of its tier-is with cost less than the one that the
sensor discovered. Let us assume that sensor p receives the FOUNDTIER1 message from some child x.
The node p should check if x is a tier-i with some other child y, which has not yet been asked to find
its tier-is. To check this, it examines the paths that lead to x and y. If there are two paths ql and q2
which lead to x and y respectively and they have a common prefix, then x and y are tier-is. Sensor p
should also check whether node x has found node y as a tier-1 or not by browsing the OverlayStructure
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field of the FOUNDTIER1 packet.
Let us assume that sensor p did not identify a tier-1 relationship between x and y. In this case, the
OverlayStructure field should not be modified before it is incorporated. Let us assume the case that p
identified a tier-I relationship between x and y. In this case, p has computed the shortest path between
x and y, according to its knowledge from the JOIN-ANSWER messages it received. This is stored in
ShortestPathTable. Let d be the cost stored in this table. If x has not found y, then, we have to add
[/, y] in the OverlayStructure field and d in the OverlayCost field. The segment [, y] is inserted after
x in this field. The symbol / states that the path from x to y is the one discovered by the parent p
of x. If x has found y as a tier-1, it would not be the first one to do so. So, we will have [-*, y] in the
OverlayStructure field of the packet. Let c be the cost in OverlayCost, which corresponds to it. This is
the shortest path from x to y that x discovered. If d < c, the OverlayStructure and OverlayCost fields
of the packet have to be modified a little bit before being incorporated. This is because the shortest
path between x and y is not the one that x discovered but the one that p discovered. To declare this we
substitute the [-, y] part of OverlayStructure with [, y] and the relevant cost c in the OverlayCost field
with d, before incorporating them in the OverlayNetwork table. This change states that the shortest
path is in the part of the graph that p discovered and the ShortestPathTable of p should be used to find
the shortest path.
The field Cost of the relevant DiscoveryCandidates entry needs to be updated as well, when a
FOUNDTIER1 message is received. Specifically, it is set to the concatenation of its old value, the cost
of the shortest path to the node contained in the packet's OriginID field and the OverlayCost field of
this packet.
When a sensor receives FOUNDTIER1 messages from all its children in the discovery tree, it has to
propagate a FOUNDTIER1 message back to its parent in the discovery tree. First of all, it can learn its
parent using ParentTable. The OverlayStructure and OverlayCost of the packet are set to the Structure
and Cost fields of the entry in the OverlayNetwork table that has RegionID equal to the region which is
formed.
The FOUNDFIER1 messages are routed hop by hop using the ShortestPathDirection field. So, the
sensor searches in the ShortestPathDirection table for the entry which has DestinationID field equal to
the DestinationID) field of the packet. The DirectionID field of this entry shows the next hop that the
packet should go.
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5.11 Path reinforcement
The formation of the Steiner tree finishes with the reinforcement of the paths that correspond to edges of
the minimum spanning tree of the overlay graph. The reinforcement process consists of the establishment
of pointers in the sensors which comprise the paths that should be reinforced. The pointers declare the
direction to which the path goes. Pointers for both directions are kept.
Each participating sensor is assigned the task to reinforce some paths. In particular, it can reinforce
paths that connect it to its tier-is or paths that connect pairs of its tier-is. The administrator of the
region can determine the paths that each participating sensor should reinforce by using the minimum
spanning tree of the overlay network. It constructs a tree structure with the paths that should be rein-
forced. Each node in this structure contains the paths that the corresponding participating sensor in the
discovery tree should reinforce. The administrator communicates this information to the participating
sensors, which use it to carry out the reinforcements.
5.11.1 The overlay network is propagated to the root
When the root receives all FOUNDTIER1 messages from all of its children in the discovery tree,
its OverlayNetwork table contains the shortest path overlay network. It can run Prim's or Kruskal's
algorithm to compute a minimum spanning tree on that graph [12]. Each edge in the shortest path
overlay graph corresponds to a path in the original network graph. The paths that correspond to edges
that belong to the minimum spanning tree should be reinforced.
5.11.2 Distributing reinforcement commands
The reinforcement of the paths is done by giving the nodes which discovered those paths the command
to do so. Each node contains a table called UpTreeDirection (RegionID, SensorID) and another
one called DownTreeDirection (RegionID, SensorID). There is one entry in UpTreeDirection per
region. This contains the parent of the node in the aggregation tree. Table DownTreeDirection might
contain many entries per region. Each one of them contains a child of the node in the aggregate tree.
In the end of the reinforcement process, tables UpTreeDirection and DownTreeDirection should
contain the pointers of the formed tree. After calculating the minimum spanning tree, the root constructs
the reinforcement tree, which states which paths each node should reinforce. This tree is a sequence
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of sensor identification numbers, and the special symbols 's, 's and -'s. The l's and T's are used
to change levels, as in the path tree and overlay network encodings. The difference with the path tree
and overlay network encodings is that in order to stay at the same level we insert the sequence [I, ].
Each node corresponds to a node in the shortest path overlay network. The nodes are mentioned in
depth first search. The -'s are used to declare the reinforcement between tier-is. The elements in the
sequence are grouped in sets of identification numbers and -'s, which are separated by the delimiters 
or . Each set describes the paths that each node should reinforce. The numbers into a set are divided
into two categories. The ones that are not adjacent to a - and the ones adjacent to a -. The ones not
adjacent to a - are single and the ones adjacent to - form pairs. The single nodes state that the path
from the respective in the discovery tree node to the node which has this identification number should
be reinforced. The pairs state that the path connecting nodes which have identification numbers the
members of it should be reinforced.
Each node keeps the reinforcement tree in the table ReinforcementTree (RegionID, Tree). The
root constructs the reinforcement tree according to the minimum spanning tree that it computed over
the shortest path overlay network and stores it into this table. Then, it finds the reinforcement trees that
correspond to each one of its children. The encodings of those trees are the parts of the tree description
that are between the first and the last T. The identification numbers of the tier-is that were discovered
for the first time, which are the children in the discovery tree, can be found in FoundTierlTable. Each
child in the discovery tree receives a REINFORCETREE message, which consists of the following fields:
* Type: Contains the type of the packet, which is REINFORCETREE.
* RegionID: Contains the identification pair of the region for which the packet is sent.
* OriginID: Contains the identification number of the sensor that sends the reinforcement tree.
* DestinationID: Contains the identification number of the child that will get the reinforcement
tree.
* SenderID: Contains the direct sender of the message.
* ReceiverID: Contains the direct receiver of the message.
* ReinforcenmentTree: Contains the reinforcement tree sent.
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The hop by hop routing of the packets is done using the ShortestPathDirection table. In this way,
the shortest path is followed. When the node with identification number equal to the one stored in
DestinationID receives this message, it stores the ReinforcementTree field in the ReinforcementTable
table that it keeps.
5.11.3 Reinforcing paths
Each node that receives a REINFORCEMENTTREE message should take the initiative to reinforce the
paths that are implied by the reinforcement tree. It checks the part of the reinforcement tree between its
beginning and the first i, if this exists. As it was described earlier, this part contains numbers and pairs
of numbers. Let al, a 2 , ... , a be the single numbers and (bl, cl), (b2 , C2), ... , (b, cm) be the pairs.
This means that the paths from the node x that receives the reinforcement command to the nodes al,
a2, . . . a, as well as the paths (bl, cl), (b2, c2 ), . ., (b, cm) should be reinforced.
The paths that connect the sensor x with its tier-is are reinforced via REINFORCE messages. Their
structure is the following:
* Type: Contains the type of the packet, which is REINFORCE.
* RegionID: Contains the identification pair of the region for which the packet is sent.
* OriginID: Contains the identification number of the sensor where the path begins.
* DestinationID: Contains the identification number of the sensor where the path ends.
* SenderID: Contains the direct sender of the message.
* ReceiverID: Contains the direct receiver of the message.
* Path: Contains the path that the packet should follow. The encoding used is the same as in
the Path field of ShortestPathTable and in the Path field of FINDTIER1 messages. We use this
encoding and not the ShortestPathDirection table pointers because the paths to tier-is which are
not children in the discovery tree are not stored in this table.
* InterTierl: This field contains a list of sensors such that the path from the sensor stored in
DestinationID to them should be reinforced.
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The REINFORCE packet uses the Path field to reach its destination. Each time a REINFORCE
packet is sent, the DownTreeDirection table is updated. Each time a REINFORCE packet is received,
the UpTreeDirection table is updated. The routing is done using the field Path.
The sensor x which was given the command to reinforce some paths, should send a REINFORCE
message to each one of its tier-is al, a2, ... , a. The Path field will be found in ShortestPathTable.
The InterTierI field contains all cj's such that the corresponding bj is the same sensor as ai, where ai is
the receiver of the REINFORCE packet.
The paths between tier-is are reinforced using INTER-REINFORCE packets, which have the follow-
ing structure:
* Type: Contains the type of the packet, which is INTERREINFORCE.
* RegionID: Contains the identification pair of the region for which the packet is sent.
* OriginID: Contains the identification number of the sensor which discovered the path that is
followed.
* DestinationID: Contains the identification number of the sensor where the path ends.
* SenderID: Contains the direct sender of the message.
* ReceiverID: Contains the direct receiver of the message.
* Path: Contains the path that the packet should follow. The encoding used is the same as in
the Path field of ShortestPathTable and in the Path field of FINDTIER1 messages. We use this
encoding and not the ShortestPathDirection table pointers because pointers for the paths between
tier-is were not stored in this table.
INTERREINFORCE packets carry out path reinforcement using the same way as REINFORCE
packets. The only difference is in the update of DownTreeDirection and UpTreeDirection, because the
path described in the Path field might have the UP or the DOWN direction. In REINFORCE packets,
we only find the DOWN direction in the Path field. When an INTERREINFORCE packet is sent
and the first group of elements in the Path field has the DOWN direction, the receiver of the packet
is stored in the DownTreeDirection table. If the direction is UP the receiver of the packet is stored in
the UpTreeDirection table. When an INTERREINFORCE packet is received and the first group of
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elements in Path has the DOWN direction, the sender is added in the UpTreeDirection table. If the
direction is UP, the sender is added to the DownTreeDirection table.
For example, figure 5.15 shows the reinforced paths in an overlay graph. The minimum spanning
tree of the overlay graph was computed in the root of the tree and then, the paths corresponding
to edges in the minimum spanning tree were reinforced using REINFORCETREE, REINFORCE and
INTERREINFORCE messages. The Tree field in the ReinforcementTree table of the root for the region
that is formed is [2, 3, 4, , 5, 6, , T, l, 8, , , , 7, , T, , , 9, l, , , T]. The ReinforcementTree field of
the REINFORCETREE messages that node 1 sends to nodes 2, 3 and 4 are [5,6, , , l,8, T], [7, , T]
and [9, , , , T] respectively. Also, node 1 sends REINOFORCE messages to nodes 2, 3 and 4, node 2
sends REINFORCE messages to nodes 5 and 6, node 6 sends a REINFORCE message to node 8, node
3 sends a REINFORCE message to node 7 and node 4 sends a REINFORCE message to node 9.
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Figure 5.15: Reinforcing paths in an overlay graph
5.12 Results of SYMPHONY's operation
As it has been described, SYMPHONY forms an aggregation tree, which corresponds to the minimum
spanning tree of the shortest path overlay network. This is done by having each node find the remaining
of its tier-1 nodes. The process of finding tier-is leads to the formation of the discovery tree. Each
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node keeps the shortest paths among all the paths that it discovered and propagates them back to the
administrator of the region. The administrator can use this information to find the minimum spanning
tree and reinforce the paths that comprise it. In the end, an aggregation tree which has cost not more
than twice the cost of the optimal one, according to some metric, is constructed. This tree can be used
to compute aggregates with low energy consumption or in a small amount of time, according to the
metric that took part in the formation of the tree.
The following tables summarize the fields for all kinds of SYMPHONY packets.
The following table contains the information that is kept at every sensor and is used in SYMPHONY's
operation.
JOIN_REQUEST JOIN_ANSWER FIND_TIER1 FOUND_TIER1
Type Type Type Type
RegionID RegionID RegionID RegionID
()riginID OriginID OriginID OriginID
SenderID SenderID DestinationID DestinationID
ReceiverList ReceiverID SenderID SenderID
.PathID PathID ReceiverID ReceiverID
TargetList PathTree Path OverlayStructure
PathCost TargetList OverlayCost
PathDiscovery
REINFORCE_TREE REINFORCE INTER REINFORCE
Type Type Type
RegionID RegionID RegionID
OriginID OriginID OriginID
DestinationID DestinationID DestinationID
SenderID SenderID SenderID
ReceiverID ReceiverID ReceiverID
ReinforcementTree Path Path
InterTierl
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Information maintained in each sensor
MyID
UpPathTable (RegionID, OriginID, PathID, SensorID)
DownPathTable (RegionID, OriginID, PathID, SensorID,
Answer, PathTree, PathCost, PathDiscovery)
OverlayNetwork (RegionID, Structure, Cost)
DiscoveryCandidates (RegionID, TargetID)
Regions (RegionID, Role)
TargetTable (RegionID, TargetID)
ParentTable (RegionID, ParentID)
NeighborTable (NeighborID, Cost)
ShortestPathTable (RegionID, OriginID, DestinationID, Path, Cost)
FoundTierlTable (RegionID, TierlID, FoundFirst, Answer)
ShortestPathDirection (RegionID, DestinationID, DirectionID)
UpTreeDirection (RegionID, SensorID)
DownTreeDirection (RegionID, SensorID)
ReinforcementTree (RegionID, Tree)
Appendix A contains the pseudocode for the SYMPHONY protocol, which helps in understanding
the details of the protocol's operation.
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Evaluation of SYMPHONY
As we observed, SYMPHONY constructs aggregate trees with low cost in the ETX or the latency met-
ric and in this way, reduces the energy and the time spent into the calculation of aggregate values.
SYMPHONY's operation requires the communication of a certain amount of information. This com-
munication requires energy. So, we have to calculate the amount of energy that the formation of the
aggregation tree through SYMPHONY requires and use it to determine when the use of SYMPHONY
is beneficial.
Furthermore, SYMPHONY's operation requires the storage of some amount of information in the
sensors. We assume that the number of neighbors that each sensor has is small. In this case, the number
of entries stored in the tables that SYMPHONY uses is small. Thus, the storage capabilities of sensors
suffice for the maintainace of the SYMPHONY tables.
Finally, SYMPHONY asks for the accomplishment of computations over the structures that are kept
in its tables. These are simple computations that are linear in the size of the structures. Consequently,
we expect that the computation power that sensors have enables them to perform those computations
and participate in the protocol's operation.
6.1 Communication cost for constructing the aggregation tree
I[n order to find the communication cost of SYMPHONY, we have to examine all the messages that are
exchanged for its operation. Also, since the packets do not have a fixed size, we have to examine the size
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of the packets that are exchanged. This depends on the topology of the networks but we will analyze all
possible situations.
Since every packet does not have the same length, we have to calculate the length of every packet.
Even packets of the same Type do not have the same length. It is impossible to find the exact length of
every packet, so we will examine how the length of different packets varies under different circumstances.
6.2 The JOIN_REQUEST packets
A JOINREQUEST packet has the Type, RegionID, OriginID, SenderID, ReceiverList, PathID and
TargetList fields. We have to examine how long each field can be.
The Type field should have length 3 bits, since there are 7 different packet Types. Thus, its contri-
bution to the length is constant.
The RegionID field contains an identification pair for a region. This consists of a sensor identification
number and a query identification number. If the total number of sensors is n, a sensor identification
number should have length O(logn). If the maximum number of queries that can be submitted to
a sensor is q, the query identification number has length O(logq). So, the total length of a region
identification pair is O(log n) + O(logq) = O(log(nq)).
The fields OriginID and SenderID contain a sensor identification number. So, each one has length
O(log n). The field ReceiverList contains a list of sensor identification numbers. These are the sensors
to which the JOINREQUEST is addressed and depends on the topology of the network. Let us assume
that the maximum number of neighbors for each sensor is m. Then, the ReceiverList field can have up
to m identification numbers and its total length is m log(n).
The field PathID contains a list of numbers that represent a path. The maximum number that can
be found in a path identification sequence is the maximum number of neighbors m. Since the numbers
in path identification sequences declare the different alternatives for a path to follow, each path can be
divided into a maximum of m paths. So, each number in the path identification sequence has O(log m)
length.
We should also examine how many numbers a path identification sequence can have. The length of
a path identification sequence is increased by 1 each time a path reaches a node and realizes that it has
more than 1 alternatives to continue. The length of a path identification sequence is bounded by the
length of the path that it represents. A path in a graph with n nodes can have length O(n), since a
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node cannot be revisited and in the worst case it will visit all the nodes in a row. So, an identification
sequence of a path has O(n) numbers. Since each number has O(log m) length, the PathID field has a
total length of O(n log m).
The TargetList field contains the identification numbers for the sensors that are candidates for being
tier-1 sensors. The number of sensors in this field is bounded by the total number n of sensors in the
network. If we consider the number p of nodes that participate in a query, the number of sensors in
TargetList is O(p). Since each sensor requires O(logn) to be represented, the total length of the field is
O (p log n).
According to our analysis, the total length of a JOINREQUEST packet is O(1) + O(log(nq)) +
O(logn) + O(log n) + O(mlog n) + O(n logm) + O(plogn) = O(log(nq)) + O(m logn) + O(nlogm)
+ O(plogn) = (logq) + O((m +p) log n) + O(nlogm). We have defined n to be the total number of
nodes, m the maximum number of neighbors, q the maximum number of queries per sensor and p the
number of nodes that participate in the query.
6.2.1 Total number of JOIN_REQUEST messages sent
In order to estimate the total impact of the JOINREQUEST packets in the communication cost, we have
to calculate the number of JOINREQUEST packets sent in order to allow SYMPHONY to establish
the aggregation tree. Each link is traversed only once in any direction. Since the JOINREQUEST
messages propagate to the whole network, we conclude that all links are traversed exactly once by a
JOINREQUEST. So, the total number of JOIN_REQUEST messages is O(e), where e is the number of
links in the network. Since each node has at most m neighbors, the total number of links is O(nm).
Thus, the total communication cost that JOINREQUEST messages impose is O(nm) (O(log q) +
0((n + p) log n) +- 0(n log m)) = O(nm log q) + O(nm(m + p) log n) + O(n2m log m).
6.3 The JOIN_ANSWER packets
A JOINANSWER packet has the fields Type, RegionID, OriginID, SenderID, ReceiverID, PathID,
PathTree, PathCost and PathDiscovery. The field Type has length O(1). The field RegionID has
O(log(nq)) length. The fields OriginID, SenderID and ReceiverID have length O(logn). The field
PathID has length O(nlogm) as in JOINREQUEST messages.
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The field PathTree contains the encoding of a tree of paths. Each node is represented by a number
from a path identification sequence. So, it takes length O(log m). The number of special symbols I and
T is bounded by the total number of nodes. The total number of nodes is the number of paths that
were generated from a node. When a path arrives at a node and there are more than one alternatives
to follow, a path is created for every one of the outgoing links that can be followed. Thus, the total
number of paths is bounded by the total number of links O(e). We conclude that PathTree has length
O(e log m) or O(nm log m).
The field PathCost contains numbers that represent costs. Let c be the length of the representation
of a cost. The number of costs in PathCost is proportional to the number of nodes in the path tree. So,
the length of PathCost is O(nmc). The field PathDiscovery contains the sensor or path that each path
which is a leaf in the path tree found. The number of leaves in the path tree is bounded by the total
number of nodes, which is O(nm). Each sensor needs O(logn) length to be represented and each path
needs O(n log m). Thus, the length of the PathDiscovery field is O(nm(log n + n log m)) = O(nm log n)
+ O(n2 m log m).
The total length of a JOINANSWER message is 0(1) + O(log(nq)) + 30(logn) + O(nlogm)
+ O(nmlogm) + O(nmc) + O(n2mlogim) = O(n2mnlogim) + O(nmc) + O(logn) + O(log(nq)) =
O(n2m log m) + O(nmc) + O(log n) + O(log q). Each JOINANSWER message is sent back to the origin
to inform it about the sensor or path that some path found. If a path was divided, one JOINANSWER
carries the results of all the paths that were derived from it in the common part of those paths. So,
we have one JOINANSWER traversing each link in response to the JOINREQUEST message that
traversed the link in the opposite direction. This implies that the total number of JOINANSWER
messages is O(e) = O(nm). The total cost that JOINANSWER messages impose is O(n3m2 log m) +
O(n2m2c) + O(nm log n) + O(nm log(q)) = O(n3m2 log m + n2m2c + nm logn + nm log q).
6.4 The FINDTIER1 messages
A FINDTIER1 message has the fields Type, RegionID, OriginID, DestinationID, SenderID, ReceiverID,
Path and TargetList. The field Type has 0(1) length. The field RegionID has length O(log(nq)). The
fields OriginID, DestinationID, SenderID and ReceiverID have length O(logn), since they represent
sensors.
The field Path contains a list of path identification sequences. The packet follows these paths in
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order to find its destination. Each path identification sequence requires O(n log m) length. The number
of different paths followed cannot exceed the length of the path that FINDTIER1 messages follow. This
is the length of a shortest path between 2 tier-i nodes. Thus, the number of different paths in the Path
field is O(n) and the total length of this field is O(n2 log m).
The field TargetList contains the candidates for tier-is list for the final recipient of the FINDTIER1
message, that will initiate the procedure of finding its tier-is. This field has length O(plog n) as in the
JOINREQUEST messages.
The total length of FINDTIER1 messages is 0(1) + O(log(nq)) + 40(logn) + O(n210gm) +
O(plogm) = O(].ogn) + O(log(nq)) + O(n2 log m) + O(plog m) = O(log n) + O(log q) + O(n2 log m)
+ O(p log 7n).
Each sensor sends a FINDTIER1 to its children in the discovery tree. So, each member of the dis-
covery tree except the root is the final recipient of a FINDTIER1 message. We have O(p) FINDTIER1
messages sent. Each one is sent across a shortest path and requires the transmission of O(n) packets.
So, the total number of FINDTIER1 packets sent for the construction of the aggregation tree is O(np)
and the total cost that FINDTIER1 packets impose is O(nplogn) + O(nplogq) + O(n3plogm) +
O(np2 log m) = O,)(np log n + np log q + np(n2 + p) log m).
6.5 The cost of FOUND_TIER1 packets
The FOUNDTIER1 packets have fields Type, RegionID, OriginID, DestinationID,
SenderID, ReceiverID, OverlayStructure and OverlayCost. Each FOUNDTIER1 message is sent by a
participating node to its parent in the discovery tree. The total number of FOUNDTIER1 messages
is p - 1 or O(p), since there are p participating nodes and the root does not send a FOUNDTIER1
message. Each FO)UNDTIER1 message propagates through a shortest path between tier-is, which has
length O(n). Thus, the total number of FOUNDTIER1 packets sent is O(np2 ).
The Type field has length 0(1), the field RegionID has length O(log(nq)) and the fields OriginID,
DestinationID, SenderID and ReceiverID have length O(log n), since they are representing sensors. The
field OverlayStructure represents a subtree of the discovery tree with some additional edges. Each node
in the OverlayStructure field is described by a sensor identification number. There are O(p) nodes in
the tree. There are also O(p2 ) additional links, since each node might be connected to additional O(p)
nodes, except the ones to which is connected through the tree structure. So, there are O(p) + O(p2 ) =
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O(p2 ) nodes and the length of the representation is O(p2 ) . O(logn) = O(p2 log n).
The OverlayCost field contains the costs for all the links of the graph described in the
OverlayStructure field. Each link in the OverlayStructure field is associated with a
node. So, the total number of links is O(p2 ) and since each cost requires length c to be represented the
field OverlayCost requires O(cp2 ).
The total length of a FOUNDTIER1 packet is 0(1) + O(log(nq)) + 40(logn) + O(p2 logn) +
O(cp2) = O(logn) + O(log(nq) + O(p21logn) + O(cp2) = O(logq) + O(p2 logn) + O(cp2). The total
number of FOUNDTIER1 packets is O(np2 ) and the total cost they impose O(np2 log q) + O(np4 log n)
+ O(cnp4) = O(np2 logq + np 4 logn + cnp4).
6.6 Calculating the cost of the reinforce packets
There are three kinds of packets that reinforce the shortest paths, the REINFORCE-TREE, the RE-
INFORCE and the INTERREINFORCE packets. All those packets have the common fields Type,
RegionID, OriginID, DestinationID, SenderID and ReceiverID. The cost of those fields is the same as
the cost of the similar fields in the other types of packets. The total cost of all those fields is 0(1) +
O(log(nq)) + 40(logn) = O(log(nq)).
The field ReinforcementTree in the REINFORCETREE packets describes which paths each node
in the discovery tree should reinforce. The field is divided in parts, where each part corresponds to
a node in the discovery tree. Thus, the number of parts in the field is O(p). Each part contains the
single nodes ai, 1 < i < dl and the node pairs (bi, ci), 1 < i < d2 . The paths from the node x which
the part of ReinforcementTree represents to the nodes ai, as well as the paths from bi to ci should be
reinforced. The number d of ai's is O(p), since each node has O(p) children in the discovery tree.
The number d2 of (bi, ci)'s is O(p 2 ), since each node has O(p) children and each pair of them can be
connected directly via the shortest path between them. Consequently, the ReinforcementTree field has
length O(p2 ) . O(log n) . O (p) = O(p3 log n).
The field Path in REINFORCE messages contains the path which is going to be reinforced through
this message. This is a list of path identification sequences and as the field Path of the FINDTIER1
packets, it has length O(n2 logm). The field InterTierl has a list of tier-is, such that the path from
the sensor stored in DestinationID to them should be reinforced. The number of sensors in InterTierl is
O(p) and its length is O(p log n). The field Path in INTERREINFORCE packets has the same format
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as the field Path in REINFORCE packets and thus, it has length O(n2 log m).
According to these calculations, the total length of the REINFORCETREE packets
is O(log(nq)) + O(p3 logn) = O(logq) + O(p3 logn). The total length of the REINFORCE packets
is O(log(nq)) + O(n21 o0gm) + O(plogn) = O(logq) + O(n210logim) + O(plogn). The total length of
INTERREINFORCE packets is O(log(nq)) + O(n2 log m).
Each REINFO)RCETREE, REINFORCE or INTER-REINFORCE message is sent along a shortest
path. So, it uses O(n) packets. The number of REINFORCETREE messages received is equal to p- or
O(p), where p is the number of the number of nodes in the discovery tree. The number of REINFORCE
messages received is also equal top-i or O(p). The number of INTERREINFORCE messages is O(p2 ),
since each participating node triggers O(p) such messages. Thus, the total cost of REINFORCETREE
messages is O(np) (O(logq) + O(p3logn)) = O(nplogq) + O(np4 0logn) = O(nplogq + np4 logn).
The REINOFORCE packets impose O(np) · (O(logq) + O(n2l0gm) + O(plogn)) = O(nplogq) +
O(n3 p log m) +- ()(np2 log n) = O(np log q + n3p log m + np2 log n) cost and the INTERREINFORCE
packets' contribution to the communication cost is O(np2) (O(log(nq)) + O(n2 log m)) = O(np2 log(n q))
+ O(n3 p2 log m) := O(np 2 log(nq) + n3p2 log m).
6.7 Total communication cost
The following table contains the cost of each kind of messages, as well as the total communication cost.
Packet Type Cost
,JOINJREQUEST O(nm log q + nm(m + p) log n + n 2m log m)
JOINANSWER O(n3m2 log m + n2 m 2c + nm log n + nm log q)
FINDTIER1 O(np log n + np log q + np(n2 + p) log nm)
FOUNDTIER1 O(np2 log q + np4 log n + cnp4 )
REINFORCETREE O(np log q + np4 log n)
REINFORCE O(np log q + n 3p log m + np 2 log n)
INTERREINFORCE O(np2 log(nq) + n3 p2 log m)
Total O(n(m + p2) logq + n(m2 + p4 ) log n + n3 (m2 + p2) log m + cn (nm 2 + p4)
As we observe, the total communication cost, which is proportional to the total energy cost, has the
form O(poly(x) log x) with regard to the number of nodes n in the network, the maximum number m of
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neighbors that a node can have and the number p of participating sensors. The maximum power in the
total cost is 4 and refers to the number p of participating nodes, which might be small compared to n in
many cases. Since m = O(n) and p = O(n), the total communication cost is also O(n3 log q + n5 logn +
cn4 ). The maximum power in this expression is 5.
6.8 Taking the decision of whether to form the tree
As has been discussed, the construction of the aggregation tree in SYMPHONY requires the consumption
of an important amount of energy. The question of whether this is beneficial arises. The answer to this
question depends highly on the number of times that this tree is going to be used, which is identical to
the number of the times that an aggregate value is going to be computed. If the number of computed
aggregate values is large enough, the cost of forming the tree will be amortized by the benefit from using
it many times.
Furthermore, the time that the aggregates will be computed plays an important role. Sensor networks
are deployed in a changing environment. It is not sure that a tree which is constructed at some point in
time and has low cost will continue to have low cost in future. As time passes, the probability that the
network will benefit from using this tree decreases. Moreover, many links might break and make some
participating sensors even unreachable. So, before taking the decision of constructing the SYMPHONY
aggregation tree, it should be known that it is going to be widely used in the near future.
The number of times that the aggregation tree will be used is related closely to the frequency of
the query. This is inversely proportional to the duration of an epoch in TAG [3]. If the aggregate is
computed frequently, the cost of the tree will remain low for many aggregate computations and thus,
the accumulated benefit from using the tree will be higher.
6.9 Techniques to minimize the cost of the aggregation tree's
construction
SYMPHONY requires a search of the whole network in order to find all possible paths that connect the
tier-is. This is done because we cannot be sure which will be the shortest path if we do not search the
whole network. In some cases, we might find satisfactory paths and avoid flooding the network with
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packets. Since each node has the DiscoveryCandidates field, which contains which participating nodes
have not yet been found, a node might stop sending FINDTIER1 requests when it realizes that this
table is empty for a certain region. It might also browse the costs of the paths which connect it to the
participating nodes and if those costs are below a certain threshold decide to stop flooding the network
with JOIN-REQUEST messages.
The flooding can stop under certain circumstances even if we require the discovery of the shortest
paths. Every JOINREQUEST represents a path which searches the network and is seeking some
participating nodes which are stored in the TargetList field. We may have the packet contain the
shortest paths to those participating nodes which were found until the time this path started. The
packet also carries the cost of the route that the path has followed until it reached the current node.
If this current cost field exceeds the shortest path cost for a target, then we might remove this target
since even if we find it, the cost of the discovered path will be greater than the cost of the shortest path
already discovered. If all targets are removed, then the path can stop. In this way, we avoid searching
the whole network, if there is no use doing it.
In many cases, the precise value of the aggregate is not so important. The query asks for an estimation
in the aggregate. In such cases, we might relax the requirements and make a tree, which might not have
very low cost or :might not span all the participating nodes, but produces aggregate values which are
close to the exact ones.
An interesting idea is to use the probabilistic model proposed by Deshpande et al. in [4] to estimate
the values of some participating nodes. In this case, we seek to span a subset of the participating nodes
such that if we use their exact values and the probability distribution for the values of the rest of the
participating nodes, we can answer the query with the desired confidence. In this case, we should know
how much we can increase the confidence when we include a participating node to the existing tree.
Another approach is to have the searching process reach some maximum depth. The nodes which are
beyond this depth are going to be estimated through their probability distribution. Another benefit of
keeping the depth low is that the duration of each epoch which is the time required to answer the query
can be reduced.
Finally, we might continue the procedure of finding tier-is until we reach some level in the discovery
tree. When a participating sensor sends a FINDTIER1 message to its children in the discovery tree,
it sends its own level in the discovery tree along with the other information in the packet. The level in
the discovery tree is identical to the tier of the node. In this way, a node which receives a FINDTIER1
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message can identify the number of its tier. If the number of the tier is below some threshold, the node
will find its tier-is and then, ask them to trigger the same procedure by sending them FINDTIER1
messages sequentially. If the number of the tier exceeds some threshold, then, the participating sensor
which receives the FINDTIER1 message floods the rest of the network to form a spanning tree over it,
as it is done in TAG [3]. Note that the flood packets are sent across the links which have not yet been
discovered. In this way, the total cost for constructing the tree is smaller and the spanning tree takes
into consideration the links' cost up to some level. The threshold in the level that flooding will begin is
a parameter that controls the trade-off between the cost of the tree and the cost of forming it.
6.10 Balancing SYMPHONY's cost
As it was discussed, SYMPHONY's cost is polynomial in the number of nodes in the graph. This depends
on the number of each kind of messages sent, the number of packets required to deliver each message
and the length of each packet. The length of each packet is varying but is always polynomial in the
number of nodes. The cost is also polynomial in the number of participating nodes and the maximum
number of neighbors of each node. Keeping the degree of every node in the connectivity graph low
will decrease the cost for constructing the aggregation tree. This can be done by decreasing the range
of communication for the wireless sensors and at the same time ensuring that the connectivity in the
graph is preserved. Moreover, regions with a small number of members are going to require less cost
than regions with a large number of members. This is very useful because SYMPHONY was designed
in order to avoid constructing aggregation trees that span the whole network when the aggregation
should be done over a small subset of the sensors. If the cost for constructing the SYMPHONY trees
is low when the participating members are few, it will be better to construct a SYMPHONY tree
rather than constructing a tree spanning the whole network. Finally, the benefit in saving energy from
using SYMPHONY increases as the number of the computed aggregates increases, because the tree is
constructed only once in the beginning.
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Conclusions
Sensor networks have limited resources, which should be used in order to draw as much information
as possible from the environment in which they are deployed. Aggregate queries are very common and
useful kinds of queries. They do not require the exact attribute values from all the sensors but a value
that is based on all of them. Tiny AGgregation [3] provides an efficient way to compute aggregates
through routing trees.
SYMPHONY provides a way to construct routing trees that span a subset of the network nodes.
Even if we would like to compute an aggregate over this subset, TAG is going to carry out transmissions
over all the links of the routing tree, which spans the whole network. The TAG routing tree might
have some parts that do not yield any information because they do not have any nodes participating
in the aggregate. The transmissions that are going to happen in this part will consume energy but will
not provide any useful information. In this case, SYMPHONY constructs a tree which spans only the
participating in the aggregate nodes and in this way decreases the number of transmissions and thus,
the energy consumed to compute the aggregates.
The energy spent in transmitting a partial state record across a link depends on the congestion on that
link. If the link is congested, the number of trials required to submit successfully using the sensor network
MAC layer protocol described in [6] is high and thus, the total energy spent for successful transmission
is high. Thus, we should prefer to use links with low congestion in the routing tree. SYMPHONY uses
the Expected Transmission Count (ETX) metric and tries to construct a low cost routing tree. The tree
constructed has cost less than or equal to twice the cost of the optimal tree.
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If we would like to decrease the time required to compute an aggregate, we should construct trees
that have small depth and consist of links which have low latency. This can be achieved by running
SYMPHONY and using the latency metric for the links. If we assume that the number of neighbors that
each sensor has is bounded, trees with low cost in latency are going to have a small number of nodes
and thus, a small depth. Since, low latency links will be preferred, the time spent in transmitting the
partial state records is going to be low. The duration of each epoch is proportional to the tree depth
and the time interval for transmitting the partial state records. Consequently, SYMPHONY is going to
construct trees that will allow us to set the epoch duration to small values.
7.1 SYMPHONY's principles
SYMPHONY is based on the fact that the use of links which have low values for ETX and latency will
help in reducing the energy consumption and in providing quick answers, respectively. The participating
sensors are divided into tiers and its sensor discovers its tier-i sensors, which are the participating sensors
to which it is connected via at least one path that does not pass through any other participating sensors
except its start and end node.
SYMPHONY receives a query which is stating the sensor identification numbers which will participate
in the aggegate. It does not know any information about how to route information to those packets.
SYMPHONY tries to find where those sensors are located and form a tree that spans them by using low
cost paths. Initially, the root finds its tier-is and then, asks its children sequentially to find their tier-is.
In this way, a discovery tree is formed. Sometimes, a participating sensor is discovered through a path
which does not have the minimum cost. In this case, the minimum cost path is going to be found later.
The information about paths is integrated in the internal nodes of the discovery tree. These nodes are
going to determine which is the best path to access each node and are going to propagate this path back
to the root.
The paths to its tier-is that every node maintains as well as the discovery tree structure provide a
2-level infrastructure to route information to the participating nodes. The discovery tree represents the
shortest path overlay network, which is a graph that connects the tier-i participating sensors with edges
having cost equal to the cost of the shortest path that connects its adjacent nodes. The packets are
routed through tier-is and the inter-tier-i routing is carried out using the shortest path pointers that
each node established while trying to find its tier-is.
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In the end, the root computes a minimum spanning tree of the shortest path overlay network and
reinforces the shortest paths which correspond to it. Once the routing tree has been fixed, the TAG
schedule can be used to compute aggregates.
The query could contain some property of the participating nodes. In this case, the administrator of
the region, which receives the query, should find the identification numbers of the sensors that have this
property. For example, the query may ask to compute the aggregate over some geographic region. The
administrator should be able to determine which sensors are placed in this region.
The protocol SYMPHONY can be modified so that the list of targets is not a list of sensor identifi-
cation numbers but a property. In this case, the JOINREQUEST packets travel through the network
until they find a sensor which satisfies the property that they seek for participating sensors. If this is a
property of the location of the sensor, each sensor should be equipped with a GPS system to determine
its position. The properties that the JOINREQUEST message contains are the invariants of the region
that is going to be constructed.
7.2 Reducing the construction cost - A trade-off
In order to construct the routing tree, the protocol SYMPHONY consumes an amount of communication
and energy resources which is polynomial in the number of sensors in the network. The cost of the
constructed routing tree is not more than twice the cost of the optimal one. The question of spending
less resources, even if the resulting tree has not the minimum possible cost, arises.
The cost of constructing the routing tree can be reduced if we choose to make suboptimal decisions in
the participating sensors. The discovery of the optimal decision requires the propagation of all the path
information to a central computation point. This increases the communication cost. The development
of techniques that can use the available information to choose the paths that should be reinforced, even
if they are not the optimal ones, is an open question for future research. The discovery of a way to
represent the image that each node has for the whole graph is important in order to achieve those goals.
In addition, mechanisms that implement a trade-off between the communication and energy cost
spent to construct the routing tree and its cost would be interesting to develop. The administrator of
the region should be able to declare the importance that the cost of the constructed routing tree, as well
as the resources spent to establish it, have. The administrator should also be able to communicate this
trade-off to the other participating nodes and provide them with a policy for the choice of routes.
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Moreover, the sensors are deployed in a changing environment. Even if some route to a destination is
discovered, the wireless environment is uncertain and it might not be valid after a while. The maintenance
of alternative routes seems useful in order to make a robust protocol. The breaking of routes or the
deterioration of their metric should trigger mechanisms that reinforce other alternative routes and in
the same time keep the total cost of the routing tree is low levels.
Finally, a scheme that collects information about the available resources in the network would be
useful in the process of establishing the routing tree. Even if this information is not completely accurate,
an estimation on the amount of available resources and their location in the network will help the nodes
determine if it is worth to spend extensive resources to construct a low cost tree or it is better to avoid
sacrificing much resources to achieve optimality.
7.3 SYMPHONY's contribution
SYMPHONY provides a way to construct routing trees that achieve aggregation without extensive
consumption of communication and energy resources. It takes into consideration the congestion in
wireless links, which causes the retransmission of many packets and degrades the system's performance
in resource and time management. Its impact in energy saving is more important when the aggregate is
computed regularly. In this case, the benefit from using the routing tree for many times will amortize
the initial cost of establishing this tree.
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Pseudocode for SYMPHONY
Pseudocode was written for the operation of SYMPHONY in order to define the algorithm in a system-
atic way. In SYMPHONY's pseudocode, we use some functions that carry out useful for the protocol
computations. Note that the variable MyID contains the identification number of each sensor.
* find (fld, tbl, condt). It returns the field fid of the entries of the table tbl that satisfy condition
condt. If fid is a list of fields, it returns all those fields of the respective entries.
* find (tbl, condt). It returns the set of the entries of the table tbl that satisfy condition condt.
* exists (tbl, condt). It returns true if there exists at least one entry of the table tbl that satisfies
condition condt.
* unique (tbl, condt). The function returns true if there is one exactly entry in table tbl that
satisfies condition condt.
* count(st). It returns the number of elements of set st.
* order(elern, st). It returns the order of the element elem in list Ist.
* delete (tbl, condt). It deletes all entries of the table tbl that satisfy condition condt.
* set (fid, val, tbl, condt). It sets the field fid of the entries of the table tbl that satisfy condition
condt to the value val.
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* set (fld, val, tbl, entr). It sets the field fid of the entry entr of the table tbl to the value val.
* parent_path (pth_id). Let us assume that pthid contains n elements. If n > 1 elements,
parentpath returns the path identification sequence that contains the first n- 1 elements of pth-id.
If n = 1, it returns the empty identification sequence ().
* lowest_level_path (pth_id). Returns the last number of the path identification sequence pthid.
* Find_Shortest_Paths (DownPathTable, ShortestPathTable, RegionID). It reconstructs
the network graph for the region with identification pair RegionID using the path information in
DownPathTable and inserts the shortest paths between the node and its tier-is and between the
tier-is in ShortestPathTable.
* Find_ReinforcePaths (OverlayNetwork, ReinforcementTree, RegionID).
It finds the minimum spanning tree on the shortest path overlay network using its description in
table OverlayNetwork for the region with identification pair RegionID. The paths that will be
reinforced are stored in the table ReinforcementTree.
* FindReinforce_Subtrees (ReinforcementTree). It returns an array with all the reinforce-
ment trees that correspond to the first level subtrees of the reinforce tree described with the
sequence ReinforcementTree.
* Find_Reinforce_Sets (ReinforcementTree). Let Root be the part of ReinforcementTree that
corresponds to its root. This is a set of single sensor identification sequences and pairs of sensor
identification sequences. If al, a2, ... , a are the single numbers and (bl, cl), (b2 , c2), ... , (bm, cm)
are the pairs of numbers, FindReinforceSets returns an array of lists of sensor identification
numbers. Each member of the array corresponds to a single number. It is (ai, di), where di is the
sequence of numbers ci, such that bi = ai. So, every list in the array contains a child ai in the
discovery tree. The path to ai should be reinforced. Also, the paths from ai to each member of di
should be reinforced.
* Return_Direction(pth sgm). It returns the direction of a path segment pthsgm, which can be
UP or DOWN. A path segment is a sequence of numbers, which represent a path identification
sequence followed by UP or DOWN.
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* SendJOIN_REQUEST (pktRegionID, pktOriginID, pktSenderID, pktReceiverList,
pktPathID, pktTargetList). Sends a JOINREQUEST packet having its fields equal to the
function's parameters.
* Send_JOIN_ANSWER (pktRegionID, pktOriginID, pktSenderID, pktReceiverID,
pktPathID, pktPathTree, pktPathCost, pktPathDiscovery) . Sends a JOINANSWER
packet having its fields equal to the function's parameters.
* SendFIND_TIER1 (pktRegionID, pktOriginID, pktDestinationID, pktSenderID,
pktReceiverID, pktPath, pktTargetList). Sends a FINDTIER1 packet having its fields
equal to the function's parameters.
* Send FOUND_TIER1 (pktRegionID, pktOriginID, pktDestinationID, pktSenderID,
pktReceiverID, pktOverlayStructure, pktOverlayCost). Sends a FINDTIER1 packet hav-
ing its fields equal to the function's parameters.
* Send_REINFORCE_TREE (pktRegionlD, pktOriginID, pktDestinationID,
pktSenderID, pktReceiverID, pktReinforcementTree). Sends a
REINFORCEMENTTREE packet having its fields equal to the function's parameters.
* Send_REINFORCE (pktRegionID, pktOriginID, pktDestinationID, pktSenderID,
pktReceiverID, pktPath, pktInterTierl). Sends a REINFORCE packet having its fields
equal to the function's parameters.
* Send_INTER_REINFORCE (pktRegionID, pktOriginID, pktDestinationID,
pktSenderID,pktReceiverID). Sends an INTERREINFORCEMENT packet having its fields
equal to the function's parameters.
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// Receive_SYMPHONY_packet identifies the Type of the packet and calls the
// respective procedure to carry out the required operations.
procedure Receive_SYMPHONY_Packet(packet)
if packet -> Type = JOIN_REQUEST
Receive_JOIN_REQUEST(packet);
end
if packet -> Type = JOIN_ANSWER
Receive_JOIN_ANSWER(packet);
end
if packet -> Type = FIND_TIER1
Receive_FIND_TIERl(packet);
end
if packet -> Type = FOUND_TIER1
Receive_FOUND_TIERl(packet);
end
if packet -> Type = RIENFORCE_TREE
Receive_REINFORCE_TREE(packet);
end
if packet -> Type = RIENFORCE
Receive_REINFORCE(packet);
end
if packet -> Type = INTER_RIENFORCE
Receive_INTER_REINFORCE(packet);
end
end
// This procedure runs when a JOIN_REQUEST packet is received.
procedure Receive_JOIN_REQUEST(packet)
// If the packet does not have me as a destination,
// discard it.
if MyID is not in packet->ReceiverList
discard packet;
return;
end
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// If the sensor has been revisited by another JOIN_REQUEST and
// it is a candidate for connecting sensor, then it has also sent
// or it is going to send the sender a JOIN_REQUEST, which was not
// the first JOIN_REQUEST received by the sender.
if exists(UpPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID")
if MyID is not in packet->TargetList AND MyID < packet->SenderID
// In this case, there is a tie. The sender does not forward its path,
// because my id is smaller. Discard the JOIN_REQUEST that was received
// from it.
discard packet;
return;
else if MyID is not in packet->TargetList
// In this case, there is a tie, but my id is bigger. So, the
// JOIN_REQUEST that I sent to packet->SenderID is not going to
// forward this path. I have to stop this path.
reject_path := find(DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginlD=packet->OriginID AND SensorID=packet->SenderID");
set(Answer, NO, reject_path);
set(PathTree, NULL, reject_path);
set(PathCost, NULL, reject_path);
set(PathDiscovery, NULL, reject_path);
if !exists(DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID AND Answer=PENDING")
// If for all the JOIN_REQUEST messages that I sent have received
// answers, I have to propagate a JOIN_ANSWER back.
// Find all paths in DownPathTable and merge them.
path_set := find(DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID");
Merge_F'aths (path_set, path_merge);
// Find the next hop for the path that is formed by merging the paths in
// DownPathTable.
next_path_hop := find(SensorID, UpPathTable, "RegionID=path_merge.RegionID
AND OriginID=path_merge.OriginID AND PathID=path_merge.PathID");
path_merge.PathCost [1] :=
find(Cost, NeighborTable, "NeighborID=next_path_hop");
Send_JOIN_ANSWER(path_merge.RegionID, path_merge.OriginID, my_ID,
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next_path_hop, path_merge.PathID, path_merge.PathTree, path_merge.PathCost,
path_merge.PathDiscovery);
end
end
end
// Determine the identification sequence for the path through
// which the packet arrived. This is not the path stored in the
// PathID field, when the packet has more than 1 receivers.
if count(ReceiverList) > 1
extended_path := append(packet->PathID, order(MyID, ReceiverList));
else
extended_path := packet->PathID;
end
// Make a pointer to the direction that this path arrived from
// in UpPathTable.
add (packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID, extended_path, packet->SenderID)
to UpPathTable;
if unique(UpPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID")
// In the case that UpPathTable contains only 1 entry for this region
// and this origin, this sensor is receiving a JOIN_REQUEST from the origin
// for the first time.
if MyID is in packet->TargetList
// In this case, we have reached a tier-1 node for the origin.
// If this is the first JOIN_REQUEST that the sensor receives, we have to
// make this sensor a PARTICIPATING member for this region.
if unique(UpPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID")
add(packet->RegionID, PARTICIPATING) to Regions;
found_first := YES;
else
found_first := NO;
end
// The origin of the JOIN_REQUEST packet is a candidate parent
// for this sensor.
add (packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID) to ParentTable;
Send_JOIN_ANSWER(packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID, MyID,
packet->SenderID, extended_path, [], find(Cost, NeighborTable,
"NeighborID=packet->SenderID")], [SENSOR, MyID, found_first]);
else
// We have not reached a participating node.
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add(packet->RegionID, CANDIDATE) to Regions;
// up_neighbor contains the only neighbor which has sent
// a JOIN_REQUEST message.
up_neighbor := find(SensorID, UpPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID
AND OriginID=packet->OriginID");
send_receiver_list := [];
num_recipients
count(find(NeighborID, NeighborTable, "NeighborID!=up_neighbor");
for each neighbor in find(NeighborID, NeighborTable)
// The JOIN_REQUEST will be sent to all the neighbors which have not
// sent; any JOIN_REQUEST message. Only 1 neighbor has sent a
// JOIN_REQUEST at this point.
if neighbor=up_neighbor
continue;
end
add neighbor to send_receiver_list;
// Add this path to DownPathTable.
if num recipeints >1
neighbor_path :=
append(packet->PathID, order(neighbor, send_receiver_list));
else
neighbor_path := packet->PathID;
end
add (packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID, neighbor_path, neighbor,
PENDING, NULL, NULL, NULL) to DownPathTable;
end
if send_receiver_list != []
// There are neighbors to send this JOIN_REQUEST.
Send_JOIN_REQUEST(packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID, MyID,
send_receiver_list, extended_path, packet->TargetList);
else
// There are no other neighbors to send this JOIN_REQUEST.
Send_JOIN_ANSWER(packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID,MyID,
packet->SenderID, extended_path, NULL, NULL, NULL);
end
end
else
// This sensor has been already visited by some other JOIN_REQUEST.
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// Find the path which reached it first, in order to send it back using
// a JOINANSWER.
first_path := find(UpPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID");
// Send a JOIN_ANSWER saying that the path stopped because
// it found first_path.
Send_JOINANSWER(packet->Region_ID, packet->Origin_ID, MyID,
packet->SenderID, extended_path, [], [find(Cost, NeighborList,
"NeighborID=packet->SenderID")], [PATH, first_path.PathID]);
end
end
procedure Receive_JOIN_ANSWER(packet)
// If the packet does not have me as a destination,
// discard it.
if MyID != ReceiverID
discard packet;
return;
end
// Insert the information that the packet carries to the corresponding
// path in DownPathTable.
arrived_path := find(DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID AND PathID=packet->PathID");
if packet->PathTree=NULL
set(Answer, NO, DownPathTable, arrived_path);
else
set(Answer, YES, DownPathTable, arrived_path);
end
set(PathTree, packet->PathTree, DownPathTable, arrived_path);
set(PathCost, packet->PathCost, DownPathTable, arrived_path);
set(PathDiscovery, packet->PathDiscovery, DownPathTable, arrived_path);
if packet->OriginID = MyID
// In this case, I am the sensor who originated the initial
// JOIN_REQUEST message and want to find the rest of my tier-1 neighbors.
if !exists(DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID AND Answer=PENDING")
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path_set := find(DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID");
for each path in path_set
for each group in path.PathDiscovery
// Each variable group is a sequence of elements starting with
// SENSOR or PATH.
if group[1]=SENSOR
if group[count(group)]=YES
add (path.RegionID, group[2..count(group)-1], YES, SCHEDULED)
to FoundTierlTable;
else
add (packet->RegionID, group[2..count(group)-1], NO, SCHEDULED)
to FoundTierlTable;
end
end
end
end
// Find shortest paths between all pairs of tier-1 sensors and myself.
Find_Shortest_Paths(DownPathTable, ShortestPathTable, packet->RegionID);
if exists(FoundTierlTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND FoundFirst=YES
AND Answer=SCHEDULED")
// Some tier-ls that I found first have not been asked to find their
// tier-ls.
rem_tierl := find(SensorID, FoundTierlTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID
AND FoundFirst=YES AND Answer=SCHEDULED");
next_tierl := rem_tierl[l];
path_to_tierl := find(Path, ShortestPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID
AND OriginID=MyID AND DestinationID=next_tierl");
delete(DiscoveryCandidates, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
TargetID=next_tierl");
target_list := find(TargetID, DiscoveryCandidates,
"RegionID=packet->RegionID");
next_hop := find(SensorID, DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=MyID AND PathID=path_to_tierl");
add (packet->RegionID, next_tieri, next_hop) to ShortestPathDirection;
set(Answer, PENDING, FoundTierlTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
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TierlID=next_tierl");
// Ask the first of the tier-is that were discovered first by me and have
// not yet been asked to find their tier-is to do so.
Send_FIND_TIERl(packet->RegionID, MyID, next_tierl, MyID, next_hop,
path_to_tierl, target_list);
else
// There were not found tier-1 sensors not already discovered.
parent := find(ParentID, ParentTable, "RegionID = packet->RegionID");
next_hop := find(DirectionID, ShortestPathDirection,
"RegionID=packet->RegionID AND DestinationID=parent");
found_not_first := find(TierlID, FoundTierlTable,
"RegionID=packet->RegionID AND FoundFirst=NO");
overlay_structure := [MyID];
overlay_cost := [];
for each sensor in found_not_first
overlay_structure := append(overlay_structure,
[-*, sensor]);
sensor_cost := find(Cost, ShortestPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=MyID AND DestinationID=sensor");
overlay_cost := append(overlay_cost, sensor_cost);
end
Send_FOUND_TIERl(packet->RegionID, MyID, parent, MyID, next_hop,
overlay_structure, overlay_cost);
end
end
else
// I may have to propagate a JOIN_ANSWER message back,
// if all paths have answered.
if !exists(DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND OriginID=packet->OriginID
AND Answer=PENDING")
// If for all the JOINREQUEST messages that I sent I have received
// answers, I have to propagate a JOIN_ANSWER back.
// Find all paths in DownPathTable and merge them.
path_set := find(DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID");
Merge_Paths(pathset, path_merge);
// The path that arrived first is the first one in the UpPathTable
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// having the respective region's identification number.
up_paths := find(SensorID, UpPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID");
nextpathhop := up_paths[1];
path_merge.PathCost[1] := find(Cost, NeighborTable, next_path_hop);
Send_JOIN_ANSWER(path_merge.RegionID, pathmerge.OriginID, MyID, next_path_hop,
path_merge.PathID, pathmerge.PathCost, path_merge.PathDiscovery);
end
end
end
// This procedure is executed when a sensor receives a FIND_TIER1.
procedure Receive_FIND_TIER1(packet)
// If the packet does not have me as a destination,
// discard it.
if MyID != packet->ReceiverID
discard packet;
return;
end
// Insert pointer in the upwards direction.
add (packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID, packet->SenderID);
if packet->DestinationID=MyID
// Found the sensor that should initiate the procedure that finds
// the rest of its tier-1 sensors.
add sensors in packet->TargetList in DiscoveryCandidates;
// up_neighbor_set contains the neighbors which have sent a JOIN_REQUEST message.
up_neighbor_set := find(SensorID, UpPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID");
send_receiver_list := [];
num_recipients := count(find(NeighborID, NeighborTable,
"NeighborID not in up_neighbor_set");
for each neighbor in find(NeighborID, NeighborTable)
// The JOIN_REQUEST will be sent to all the neighbors which have not
// sent any JOIN_REQUEST message. Only 1 neighbor has sent a JOIN_REQUEST
// at this point.
if neighbor is in up_neighbor_set
continue;
end
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add neighbor to send_receiver_list;
// Add this path to DownPathTable.
if num_recipeints >1
neighbor_path := append(packet->PathID, order(neighbor, send_receiver_list));
else
neighbor_path := packet->PathID;
end
add (packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID, neighbor_path, neighbor, PENDING,
NULL, NULL, NULL) to DownPathTable;
end
if send_receiver_list != []
// There are neighbors to send this JOIN_REQUEST.
Send_JOIN_REQUEST(packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID, MyID, send_receiverlist,
extended_path, packet->TargetList);
else
// There are no other neighbors to send this JOIN_REQUEST.
Send_JOIN_ANSWER(packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID,MyID, packet->SenderID,
extended_path, NULL, NULL, NULL);
end
else
// Just forward the packet along the path that it contains.
if !exists(DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND OriginID=packet->OriginID
AND PathID=packet->Path[1])
// The first path in the Path field has finished.
rest_path := packet->Path[2..count(packet->Path)];
else
rest_path := packet->Path;
end
next_hop = find(SensorID, DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID AND PathID=rest_path[1]");
add (packet->RegionID, packet->DestinationID, next_hop) to ShortestPathDirection;
Send_FIND_TIER1(packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID, packet->DestinationID, MyID,
next_hop, rest_path, packet->TargetList);
end
end
// This procedure is executed when a sensor receives a FOUND_TIER1.
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procedure Receive_FOUND_TIER1(packet)
// If the packet does not have me as a destination,
// discard it.
if MyID != packet->ReceiverID
discard packet;
return;
end
if DestinationID=MyID
// This is the final destination of the FOUND_TIER1 message.
set(Answer, IN, FoundTierlTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
TierlID=packet->OriginID");
add (packet->RegionID, packet->OverlayStructure, packet->OverlayCost)
to OverlayNetwork;
if exists(FoundTierlTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND FoundFirst=YES
AND Answer=SCHEDULED")
// Some tier-ls that I found first have not been asked to find their
// tier-l.s.
rem_tierl := find(SensorID, FoundTierlTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID
AND FoundFirst=YES AND Answer=SCHEDULED");
next_tierl := rem_tierl[1];
path_to_tierl := find(Path, ShortestPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID
AND Ori.ginID=MyID AND DestinationID=next_tierl");
delete(Di.scoveryCandidates, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
TargetID=next_tierl");
target_list := find(TargetID, DiscoveryCandidates, "RegionID=packet->RegionID");
next_hop := find(SensorID, DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=MyID AND PathID=path_to_tierl");
add (packet->RegionID, next_tierl, next_hop) to ShortestPathDirection;
set(Answer, PENDING, FoundTierlTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
TierlID=next_tierl");
// Ask the first of the tier-is that were discovered first by me and have
// not yet been asked to find their tier-is to do so.
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Send_FIND_TIER(packet->RegionID, MyID, next_tierl, MyID, next_hop,
path_to_tierl, targetlist);
else
// There were not found tier-1 sensors not already discovered.
if exists(ParentTable, "RegionID = packet->RegionID")
// The sensor is not the administrator
parent := find(ParentID, ParentTable, "RegionID = packet->RegionID");
next_hop := find(DirectionID, ShortestPathDirection,
"RegionID=packet->RegionID AND DestinationID=parent");
found_not_first := find(TierlID, FoundTierlTable,
"RegionID=packet->RegionID AND FoundFirst=NO");
overlay_structure := [MyID];
overlay_cost := [];
for each sensor in found_not_first
overlay_structure := append(overlay_structure,
[-*, sensor]);
sensor_cost := find(Cost, ShortestPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=MyID AND DestinationID=sensor");
overlay_cost := append(overlay_cost, sensor_cost);
end
Send_FOUND_TIERl(packet->RegionID, MyID, parent, MyID, next_hop,
overlay_structure, overlay_cost);
else
// The FOUND_TIER1 is received by the administrator.
reinforcement_tree := find(ReinforcementTree, "RegionID=packet->RegionID");
reinforce_set_array := Find_Reinforce_Sets(reinforcement_tree);
for each set in reinforce_set_array
follow_path := find(Path, ShortestPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=MyID AND DestinationID=set [1]");
next_hop := find(SensorID, DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=MyID AND PathID=follow_path[1]");
add (packet->RegionID, next_hop) to DownTreeDirection;
Send_REINFORCE(packet->RegionID, MyID, set[1], MyID, next_hop, follow_path,
set[2..count(set)]);
end
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subtree_array := Find_Reinforce_Subtrees(reinforcement_tree);
discoverychildren := find(TierlID, FoundTierlTable,
"RegionID=packet->RegionID AND FoundFirst=YES");
i := 0;
for each child in discovery_children
i++;
nexthop := find(ShortestPathDirection, "RegionID=packet->RegionID,
DestinationID=child");
Send_.REINFORCE_TREE(packet->RegionID, MyID, child, MyID, next_hop,
subtree_array[i]);
end
end
else
// The FOUND_TIER1 has to be propagated further.
next_hop := find(DirectionID, ShortestPathDirection, "RegionID=packet->RegionID
AND Desti.nationID=packet->DestinationID");
Send_FOUNDTIER1(packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID, packet->DestinationID, MyID,
next_hop, packet->OverlayStructure, packet->OverlayCost);
end
end
// This procedure is executed when a sensor receives a REINFORCE_TREE.
procedure Receive_REINFORCE_TREE(packet)
// If the packet does not have me as a destination,
// discard it.
if MyID != packet->ReceiverID
discard packet;
return;
end
if MyID = packet->DestinationID
// The REINFORCE_TREE packet found its final destination.
add (packet;->RegionID, packet->ReinforcementTree) to ReinforcementTree;
reinforcement_tree := find(ReinforcementTree, "RegionID=packet->RegionID");
reinforce_set_array := Find_Reinforce_Sets(reinforcement_tree);
for each set in reinforce_set_array
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follow_path := find(Path, ShortestPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=MyID AND DestinationID=set[1]");
next_hop := find(SensorID, DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=MyID AND PathID=follow_path[1]");
SendREINFORCE(packet->RegionID, MyID, set[1], MyID, next_hop, follow_path,
set[2..count(set)]);
end
subtree_array := Find_Reinforce_Subtrees(reinforcement_tree);
discoverychildren := find(TierlID, FoundTierlTable,
"RegionID=packet->RegionID AND FoundFirst=YES");
i := 0;
for each child in discovery_children
i++;
next_hop := find(ShortestPathDirection, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
DestinationID=child");
Send_REINFORCE_TREE(packet->RegionID, MyID, child, MyID, next_hop,
subtree_array[i]);
end
else
// Propagate REINFORCE_TREE further.
next_hop := find(ShortestPathDirection, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
DestinationID=packet->DestinationID");
Send_REINFORCE_TREE(packet->RegionID, MyID, packet->DestinationID, MyID, next_hop,
packet->ReinforcementTree);
end
end
// This procedure is executed when a sensor receives a REINFORCE.
procedure Receive_REINFORCE(packet)
// If the packet does not have me as a destination,
// discard it.
if MyID != packet->ReceiverID
discard packet;
return;
end
add (packet->RegionID, packet->SenderID) to UpTreeDirection;
if MyID = packet->DestinationID
for each other_tierl in packet->InterTierl
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follow_path := find(Path, ShortestPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=MyID AND DestinationID=other_tierl");
next_hop := find(SensorID, DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=MyID AND PathID=follow_path[1]");
if Return_Direction(follow_path[1])=UP
add (packet->RegionID, next_hop) to UpTreeDirection;
if Return_Direction(follow_path[1])=DOWN
add (packet->RegionID, next_hop) to DownTreeDirection;
Send_INTER_REINFORCE(packet->RegionID, MyID, other_tierl, MyID, next_hop,
follow_.path);
end
else
if !exists(:DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID AND PathID=packet->Path[1]")
// The first path in the Path field has finished.
rest_path := packet->Path[2..count(packet->Path)];
else
rest_path := packet->Path;
end
next_hop := find(SensorID, DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID AND PathID=rest_path[1]");
add (packet->RegionID, next_hop) to DownTreeDirection;
Send_REINFORCE(packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID, packet->DestinationID, MyID,
next_hop, rest_path, packet->InterTierl);
end
end
// This procedure is executed when a sensor receives a INTER_REINFORCE.
procedure Receive_INTER_REINFORCE(packet)
// If the packet does not have me as a destination,
// discard it.
if MyID != packet->ReceiverID
discard packet;
return;
end
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if Return_Direction(packet->Path[1] )=UP
add (packet->RegionID, packet->SenderID) to DownTreeDirection;
if Return_Direction(packet->Path[1] )=DOWN
add (packet->RegionID, packet->SenderID) to UpTreeDirection;
if MyID = packet->DestinationID
return;
else
if !exists(DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID AND PathID=packet->Path[1] ")
// The first path in the Path field has finished.
rest_path := packet->Path[2..count(packet->Path)];
else
restpath := packet->Path;
end
next_hop := find(SensorID, DownPathTable, "RegionID=packet->RegionID AND
OriginID=packet->OriginID AND PathID=rest_path[1]");
if Return_Direction(rest_path[1] )=UP
add (packet->RegionID, next_hop) to UpTreeDirection;
if Return_Direction(rest_path[] )=DOWN
add (packet->RegionID, next_hop) to DownTreeDirection;
Send_INTER_REINFORCE(packet->RegionID, packet->OriginID, packet->DestinationID,
MyID, next_hop, rest_path);
end
end
// This procedure merges all the paths that are in list path_list and
// stores the result in formed_path.
procedure MergePaths(path_list[], formed_path)
merged_path_num := count(pathlist);
if merged_path_num=O
formed_path := NULL;
return;
end
if path_list[i].RegionID is not the same for all i
formed_path := NULL;
return;
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end
if path_list[i] .OriginID is not the same for all i
formed_path := NULL;
return;
end
if parent_path(path_list[i] .PathID) is not the same for all i
formed_path := NULL;
return;
end
formed_path.RegionID := path_list [1] .RegionID;
formed_path.OriginID := path_list [1] .OriginID;
// The constructed path is the parent of the paths that are merged.
formed_path.PathID := parent_path(path_list [1] .PathID);
// We have to combine the tree structures of the paths that
// are merged.
if path_list[i].Answer = NO for all i
formed_path.PathTree := NULL;
formed_path.PathCost := NULL;
formed_path.PathDiscovery := NULL;
return;
else
// Construct the merged path.
formed_path.PathTree := [];
// The cost list for the constructed path is the concatenation of 0
// and the cost lists of the merged paths.
formed_path.PathCost := [0];
for each path in path_list
if path.Answer != NO
// The path has not rejected.
formed path. PathTree :=
append(formed_path.PathTree, lowest_level_path(path.PathID));
formedpath.AggregatedPaths :=
append(formed_path.PathDiscovery, path.PathDiscovery);
formed..path.PathCost := append(formed_path.PathCost, path.PathCost);
end
end
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formed_path.PathTree :=
append(formed_path.AggregatedPaths, );
end
end
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